
CHAPTER 15

The ‘robust design’

William Kendall, USGS Colorado Cooperative Fish & Wildlife Research Unit

Changes in population size throughtime are a function ofbirths,deaths, immigration,andemigration.

Population biologists have devoted a disproportionate amount of time to models that assume immigra-

tion and emigration are non-existent (or, not important). However, modern thinking suggests that these

effects are potentially (perhaps generally) quite important. For example, metapopulation dynamics are

not possible without immigration and emigration in the subpopulations. A model which allows the

estimation of emigration and immigration to a population is therefore of considerable utility.

In this chapter, we consider Pollock’s robust design, an approach which will allow us considerable

flexibility in estimating a very large number of important demographic parameters, including estimates

of emigration and immigration. As you might imagine, such a model is bound to be more complicated

than most (if not all) of the models we’ve previously considered, but it brings more biological reality to

the analysis of population dynamics.

15.1. Decomposing the probability of subsequent encounter

We begin by considering the probabilistic pathway that links two events – the initial capture, marking

and live release of an individual, and its subsequent re-encounter (for the moment, we’ll focus on live

encounters). We know by now that we can represent such an individual with the encounter history ‘11’.

An individual that we mark and release but do not encounter on the subsequent sampling occasion

wouldhave the encounterhistory ‘10’. Back in Chapter1,we motivated the need forestimating encounter

probability by considering the utility of measures of return rate. You might recall that ‘return rate’* is

not a robust measure of survival. Why? Well, recall from Chapter 1 that ‘return rate’ is, at minimum,

the product of two events: (1) the probability of surviving from the time of initial mark and release

to some future sampling occasion, and (2) the probability that the individual is encountered on that

sampling occasion, conditional on being alive. Because the ‘return rate’ is in fact the product of two

different probabilities, this makes it difficult (and frequently impossible) to determine if differences in

‘return rate’ are due to differences in the probability of survival, the probability of encounter, or both.

To solve this problem, we introduced models which explicitly account for encounter probability, such

that potential differences in survival probabilities can be determined.

* Recall the ‘return rate’ is simply the proportion of individuals marked and released at some occasion that are encountered on
a subsequent occasion; in other words, ‘return rate’ is simply x(11)/[x(11)+x(10)], where x(11) is the number of individuals
marked and encountered on a subsequent occasion, and x(10) is the number marked and not encountered on a subsequent
occasion.
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In fact,our treatment of ‘return rate’ (both in the preceding paragraph,and in Chapter1) is incomplete.

It is incomplete because in fact ‘return rate’ is the product of more than two parameters – it is the product

of at least 4 lower-level parameters. We can illustrate this dependence graphically, using a ‘fate diagram’,

as indicated in Fig. (15.1):
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Figure 15.1: Basic fate diagram indicating the decomposition of ‘return rate’ into component transition parameters:
S (probability of surviving from release occasion i to subsequent sampling period i+1), F (probability that,
conditional on surviving, that individual does not permanently leave (e.g., by permanent emigration) the
population being sampled (i.e., the super-population; see Kendall 1999)), (1−$) (the probability that conditional
on being alive, and in the super-population, that the individual is available to be encountered), and p

∗
(the

probability that an individual is encountered, conditional on being alive, in the super-population, and available
for encounter). The arcs indicate the underlying structure of apparent survival probability (> = Y×L), apparent
encounter probability (p = (1 − $) × p

∗
), and ‘return rate’ (= Y × L × (1 − $) × p

∗
).

Starting at the lower left-hand corner of Fig. (15.1), we see that an individual animal is caught, marked

and released alive at occasion i. Then, there are several ‘events’ which determine if the individual is

encountered alive at a subsequent sampling occasion 8 + 1. First, the animal must survive – we use the

parameter S to denote survival. The probability of the animal not surviving is given by the complement

probability, (1 − (). This much should be pretty obvious.

Next, conditional on surviving, a marked individual is potentially available for subsequent encounter

if it remains in the ‘super-population’ (the larger population from which we are sampling). We use the

parameter F to indicate the probability of fidelity of the marked individual to the super-population. We

note that the fidelity parameter F was first introduced in Chapter 9, in the context of joint live encounter-

dead recovery analysis. The complement, (1− �), is the probability that the animal has permanently left

the super-population, e.g., by dispersing, and would thus not be available for subsequent live encounter

in a sample drawn from this super-population under any circumstances.

Next,conditionalon remaining in the super-population (withprobability F),we introduce the concept

of ‘availability’. It’s perhaps easiest to introduce this idea based on a simple biological example. Suppose

we’re dealing with a bird species, where only breeding individuals are found at the breeding site

where we conduct our encounter sampling. Clearly, then, only breeding individuals are ‘available’ for

encounter, whereas non-breeding individuals would be ‘unavailable’. We model the probability of an

individual being unavailable using the parameter � (such that the probability of being available is given

by its complement 1 − �).

Chapter 15. The ‘robust design’
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Note that in most instances, the availability of a marked individual for encounter is conditional,

varying from occasion to occasion (e.g., in some years, a marked individual breeds, and is thus available,

whereas in other years, the same individual does not breed, and is thus unavailable). As such, we

generally refer to the parameter � as defining the probability that the marked individual has or has not

temporarily emigrated from the study area. So, � might be considered as the probability that the marked

individual has temporarily emigrated from the study area. In fact, we’ll see shortly that the � parameter

can be interpreted in more than one way.

Finally, conditional on surviving, remaining in the super-population, and being available for en-

counter, the marked individual is encountered live with probability ?∗. Here, we use the asterisk ‘∗’ to

differentiate what we will refer to as the ‘true’ encounter probability (?∗) from the ‘apparent’ encounter

probability (?). The use of the familiar p to indicate apparent encounter probability is intentional, since

it forces us to acknowledge that the familiar ? parameter estimated in most models focused on live

encounter data is in fact a ‘function’ of the true encounter rate, but is not true encounter rate in and of

itself (except under very specific circumstances).

To make this clear, let’s write out the following expression for ‘return rate’. As noted earlier (and in

Chapter 1), ‘return rate’ is in fact the product of two separate events – survival and encounter. But, we

also noted that this simple definition is incomplete. It’s incomplete, because it is more strictly correct

to say that ‘return rate’ is the product of the apparent survival probability and the apparent encounter

probability. If we let R represent return rate, and use ! and ? to represent apparent survival rate and

encounter probability, respectively, then we can write

' = (! × ?).

Now, considering Fig. (15.1), we see that apparent survival (!) is itself a product of true survival

(S), and fidelity (F). This should make sense – the probability that an animal marked and released

alive at occasion i will be encountered alive in the study area at occasion 8 + 1 requires that the animal

survives (with probability S), and remains in the super-population (with probability F; if it permanently

emigrates, then it will appear ‘dead’, since permanent emigration and mortality are confounded). So,

! = (�. Similarly, apparent encounter probability ? is the product of the probability that the animal

is available for encounter (with probability 1 − �), and the true detection probability ?∗ (which is the

probability of detection, given availability, or presence). So, ? =
(

1 − �
)

?∗. Thus, we write

' = ‘apparent survival probability’ × ‘apparent encounter probability’

=
(

! × ?
)

=
(

(�
)

×
(

[1 − �]?∗
)

.

Now, in several previous chapters, we simply decomposed ‘return rate’ R into apparent survival !

and apparent encounter probability ?. The challenge, then, is to further decompose ! and ? into their

component pieces. In Chapter 9, we considered use of combined live encounter-dead recovery data

to decompose !. Recall that dead recovery data provides an estimate of true survival rate (, whereas

live encounter data yields estimates of apparent survival probability !. Since ! = ((�), then an ad hoc

estimate of � is given as �̂ = (!/(). The formal likelihood-based estimation of �̂ (described by Burnham,

1993) is covered in detail in Chapter 9.

What about the decomposition of apparent encounter probability ?? We see from Fig. (15.1) that

? = (1− �)?∗. Following the logic we followed in the preceding paragraph to derive an ad hoc estimator

for �, we see that ?̂∗ = ?̂/(1 − �̂), and �̂ = 1 − (?̂/?̂∗); estimates of both the true encounter probability,

and the ‘availability’ probability may be of significant interest.

Chapter 15. The ‘robust design’
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15.2. Estimating $: the classical ‘live encounter’ RD

The problem, then, is how to derive an estimate of either ?∗ or �? Recall that we can generate an estimate

for ? (apparent encounter probability) using our standard live encounter CJS models. But, where do

we get estimates of �, and ?∗? Are any of them estimated by any estimation model we’ve considered so

far?

Well, if you think back to Chapter 14 (on closed population estimators), you might recall that one of

the parameters estimated is in fact ?∗. Now, in Chapter 14, we didn’t refer to the parameter using the ?∗

notation, but with a few moments of thought, you should see they are essentially the same thing (well,

not quite – recall that closed capture models estimate two different ‘types’ of encounter probability –

? and 2 – we’ll deal with these details later). In a closed population, there is neither entry or exit of

individuals (i.e., N is a constant). As such, your estimate of the encounter probability is not conditional

on presence or availability, since (by definition for a closed population) the marked individuals must

be there. So, the estimate of ? from a closed population model allows you to derive an estimate of ?∗

(given = > 1 occasions, ?∗ = 1 −
[

(1 − ?1)(1 − ?2) . . . (1 − ?=)
]

).

OK, fine, but why is this important? It’s important because if you have an estimate of apparent

encounter probability ?, and if you have an estimate of true encounter probability ?∗, then you can

derive an ad hoc estimate of � as �̂ = 1 − (?̂/?̂∗).

Now, for the ‘big leap forward’. To derive the estimate of �, we need an estimate of ? (which we can

get from standard open, live encounter CJS models), and ?∗ (which we can get from standard closed

estimates). Can we derive both estimates from the same data set (based on samples from the same

population)?

The answer (as first described by Ken Pollock) is ‘yes’ – by application of what has been described as

the robust design. The robust design model is a combination of the Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) (Cormack

1964, Jolly 1965, Seber 1965) live recapture model and the closed capture models. The model is described

in detail by Kendall et al. (1997, 1995) and Kendall and Nichols (1995), and is represented schematically

in standard (‘classical’) form in Fig. (15.2):

1 2 k1
... 1 2 k2

... 1 2 k3
...

1 2 3

closure closure closure

open open

secondary

samples

primary

samples

time

Figure 15.2: Sampling structure of ‘classical’ Pollock’s robust design.

The key difference from the standard CJS model considered in several earlier chapters is that instead

of just one capture occasion between survival intervals, multiple (>1) capture occasions are used. These

occasions are close together in time – so close that it allows you to (in general) assume that the

populations are closed while these samples are being taken (i.e., no mortality or emigration occurs

during these short time intervals).
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In fact, Pollock pointed out that in many cases data were being collected in this way anyway (e.g.,

small mammal sampling might be conducted in groups of 5-7 consecutive trapping days). The closed

encounter occasions are termed secondary trapping occasions, and each primary trapping session can

be viewed as a closed capture survey.

The power of this model is derived from the fact that, in addition to providing estimates of abundance

(#̂), the probability that an animal is captured at least once in a trapping session can be estimated from

the data collected during the session using capture-recapture models developed for closed populations

(Chapter 14)*. The longer intervals between primary trapping sessions allows estimation of survival,

temporary emigration from the trapping area, and immigration of marked animals back to the trapping

area. If the intervalbetween primary sampling sessions is sufficiently long,gains (birthand immigration)

and losses (death and emigration) to the population can occur. This contrasts with secondary samples

(within the primary sampling session), where the interval between samples is sufficiently short that the

population is effectively closed to gains and losses.

Recall that we’re seeking estimates of both ? and ?∗, from which we can derive an estimate of �. The

relationship of the various parameters to the standard robust design is shown in Fig. (15.3):
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Figure 15.3: Relationship of key parameters to basic sampling structure of Pollock’s robust design.

For each secondary trapping session (i), the probability of first capture ?8 9 and the probability of

recapture 28 9 are estimated (where j indexes the number of trapping occasions within the session),

along with the number of animals in the population that are on the trapping area #8 . For the intervals

between trapping sessions (i.e., between primary sessions,when the population is open), the probability

of apparent survival !8 (= ( × �), and the apparent encounter probability ? are estimated.

It is clear from Fig. (15.3) that it should be possible to derive estimates of �. In the absence of extra

information (specifically, dead recovery data, or the equivalent), partitioning apparent survival ! into

component elements ( and � is not feasible using the classical robust design (which is based entirely

on live encounters at a single location). We will deal with extensions to the classic robust design later

in this chapter.

* In fact, we can use the structural framework of the robust design to estimate abundance (under some assumptions) even
for situations where there is only a single sampling event per primary sample (e.g., CJS open population models) – see the
Addendum to this chapter.
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15.3. The RD extended – temporary emigration: $
′

and $
′′

Earlier we introduced the parameter � as the probability that the individual was ‘unavailable’ for

encounter at some particular primary sampling session. Kendall et al. (1995a, 1997) extended the simple

(classical) parameterization of the robust design in terms of parameter � by introducing two different

parameters: �′ and �′′ (read as ‘gamma-prime’ and ‘gamma-double-prime’, respectively). These two

new parameters are defined as follows:

parameter definition

$
′

i
the probability of being off the study area, unavailable for capture during primary

trapping session (i) given that the animal was not present on the study area during

primary trapping session (8 − 1), and survives to trapping session (8).

$
′′

i
the probability of being off the study area, unavailable for capture during the

primary trapping session (i) given that the animal was present during primary

trapping session (8 − 1), and survives to trapping session (8).

Now, these are perhaps more difficult to ‘wrap your brain around’ than they might first appear. You

need to read the definitions carefully.

First, we distinguish between the ‘observable’ (i.e., potentially available for encounter at time 8) and

‘unobservable’ (i.e., potentially unavailable for encounter at time 8) parts of the population of interest

(Fig. 15.4). The ‘superpopulation’ (i.e., the target population of interest) is the sum of the ‘observable’

and ‘unobservable’ individuals.

outside of

study area

(unobservable)

inside of

study area

(observable)

‘superpopulation’

(= observable +

unobservable)

Figure 15.4: Relationships between observable (i.e., available to be encountered during sampling), and unobservable
(i.e., not available to be encountered during sampling) segments of the population of interest. The larger
circle represents the range of the super-population. The smaller circle (light grey) represents the part of the
superpopulation that is available for encounter (i.e., in the study area), whereas the darker part of the larger
circle represents individuals unavailable for encounter (i.e., temporarily outside the study area).

The � parameters introduced by Kendall define the probability of movement between the ‘observable’

and ‘unobservable’ states, between any two time steps. The basic relationship between �′ and �′′ is

shown in Fig. (15.5). Start with the parameter �′′
8 . It is the probability that given that you were available

at time (8 − 1), that you are not available now at time (i). In other words, �′′ is the probability of an

individual that is available for encounter at time (8−1) temporarily emigrating between time (8−1) and

(8), such that it is not available for encounter at time (8). Thus, (1 − �′′) is the probability of being in the

Chapter 15. The ‘robust design’
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time ( -1)i time ( )i
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observable

Figure 15.5: Relationships between �
′

and �
′′

.

study area at time (8), given that it was also in the sample at time (8 − 1). In other words, ‘was in last

occasion, stayed in this occasion’.

As indicated in Fig. (15.5), the parameter �′′
8 is the probability of temporarily emigrating from the

sample between sampling occasions (8 − 1) and (8), and its complement (1 − �′′
8 ) is the probability of

remaining in the sample between sampling occasions (8 − 1) and (8).

What about parameter �′? Again, consider Fig. (15.5) – �′ is the probability that given that an

individual was not in the sample at time (8 − 1), is also not present (i.e., not in the sample) at time

(8). In effect, �′ is the probability of remaining outside the sample (‘was out last occasion, stayed out

this occasion’). Thus, (1 − �′) is the probability that an individual which was out of the sample at time

(8 − 1) enters the sample between time (8 − 1) and time (8) - i.e., return rate of temporary emigrants.

To keep track of the different � parameters, and to reenforce the fact that the � parameters relate

to temporary movements into or out of the observable sample, we can consider the � parameters as

the probabilities of a state transition matrix, mapping state (observable, unobservable) now (time 8), and

state at the next time step (time 8 + 1) :

unobservable, time 8 observable, time 8

unobservable, 8 + 1 �′
8 �′′

8

observable, 8 + 1 1 − �′
8 1 − �′′

8

Indexing of these parameters (as indicated in Fig. 15.5) follows the notation of Kendall et al. (1997).

Thus, �′′
2 applies to the interval before the second primary trapping session. It is important to note that

not all parameters are estimable (either because of logical constraints, or statistical confounding).

For example, parameter �′
2 is not estimated because there are no marked animals outside the study

area at primary trapping session 2 that were also outside the study area at time 1 (because they could

not have been marked otherwise). In general, for a study with k primary sessions, (i) (1, (2, . . . , (:−1,

(ii) ?8 9 , 8 = 1 . . . :, 9 = 1 . . . :8 , (iii) �′
3 , �

′
4 , . . . �

′
:−1, and (iv) �′′

2 , �
′′
3 , . . . �

′′
:−1 are estimable. General issues

of estimability of various parameters is discussed elsewhere (below).

15.3.1. $ parameters and multi-state notation

If these parameters are still confusing, note the similarity of Fig. (15.5) to multi-state models introduced

in Chapter 10. In fact, this temporary emigration model is a special case of a multi-state model with

two states. Defining state O to be the study area (O; observable) and state U to be off the study area (U;

Chapter 15. The ‘robust design’
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unobservable), then �′′
3 = #$*

2 and �′
3 = #**

2 . The basic relationship between the # parameters and

the ‘observable’ and ‘unobservable’ states is shown in Fig. (15.6):

time ( -1)i time ( )i

unobservable

observable

unobservable

observable

y
UU

(i)

y UO
(i)

y
OU (i)

y
OO

(i)

Figure 15.6: Multi-state (#) probabilities of transition between ‘observable’ and ‘unobservable’ states.

If you compare Fig. (15.6) with Fig. (15.5) for a few moments, you should recognize that

�
′
≡ #

**

1 − �′ ≡ #*$

�′′ ≡ #$*

1 − �
′′
≡ #

$$

In fact, you could, with a bit of work, perform a ‘typical’ single sampling location robust design

problem as a multi-state problem with two states – you would simply fix ( = 1 and #$*
= 0 in the

closed periods (modeling the encounter probability only). In the ‘Closed Robust Design Multi-state’

and ‘Open Robust Design Multi-state’ options in MARK, which we describe later in this chapter, we

abandon the use of the ‘� notation’ altogether. Although those models are more flexible, the models

using � that we are discussing here are much simpler to set up.

15.3.2. illustrating the extended model: encounter histories & probability

expressions

To illustrate the mechanics of fitting the classical robust design model, assume a simple case with 3

primary trapping sessions, each consisting of 3 secondary trapping occasions. The encounter history in

its entirety is viewed as 9 live capture occasions, but with unequal spacing. Thus, the encounter history

might be viewed as

1 1 1 −→ 1 1 1 −→ 1 1 1

where the ‘→’ separates the primary trapping sessions. The probability that an animal is captured at

least once during a trapping session is defined as ?∗8 (see Chapter 14), and is estimated as

?∗8 = 1 −
[

(1 − ?81) × (1 − ?82) × (1 − ?83)
]

.

That is, the probability of not seeing an animal on trapping occasion j is (1 − ?8 9) for 9 = 1, 2, and 3.

Chapter 15. The ‘robust design’
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The probability of never seeing the animal during trapping session i is

(1 − ?81) × (1 − ?82) × (1 − ?83),

so therefore, the probability of seeing the animal at least once during the trapping session is 1 minus

this quantity. Note that the ?8 9 are estimated as with the closed capture models (Chapter 14).

To illustrate the meaning of the emigration (�′′
8 ) and immigration (�′

8 ) parameters, suppose the animal

is captured during the first trapping session, not captured during the second trapping session, and then

captured during the third trapping session. One of many encounter histories that would demonstrate

this scenario would be (where spaces in the encounter history separate primary sampling sessions, but

which would not appear in an actual encounter history):

010 000 111

which, if pooled over secondary samples within primary samples, would be equivalent to the encounter

history ‘101’.

The probability of observing this ‘pooled’ encounter history can be broken down into 2 parts. First,

consider the portion of the probability associated with the primary intervals. This would be

!1!2

[

�′′
2

(

1 − �′
3

)

+
(

1 − �′′
2

) (

1 − ?∗2
) (

1 − �′′
3

)

]

?∗3.

The product in front of the first bracket [!1!2] is the probability that the individual survived from

the first primary trapping session to the third primary trapping session. Because we encountered it alive

on the third occasion (i.e., at least once during the three secondary trapping sessions during the third

primary session), we know the individual survived both intervals (this is a logical necessity, obviously).

The complicated-looking term in the brackets represents the probability that the individual was

not captured during the second trapping session. The first product within the brackets
[

�
′′
2 (1 − �

′
3)
]

is

the probability that the individual emigrated between the first 2 primary trapping sessions (�′′
2 ), and

then immigrated back onto the study area during the interval between the second and third trapping

sessions
[

1− �′
3

]

. However, a second possibility exists for why the animal was not captured, i.e., that it

remained on the study area and just was not captured. The term
[

1−�′′
2

]

represents the probability that

the individual ‘remained on the study area’. The term
[

1 − ?∗2
]

represents individuals ‘not captured’.

The final term
[

1 − �′′
3

]

represents the probability that the individual remained on the study area so

that it was available for capture during the third trapping session.

The second portion of the cell probability for the preceding encounter history (?∗3) involves the

estimates of ?∗8 , and is thus just the closed capture model probabilities.

15.3.3. Random (classical) versus Markovian temporary emigration

The probability of movement between ‘availability states’ can be either random, or Markovian. If the

former (random), the probability of moving between availability states between primary occasions 8 and

8+1 is independentof the previous state of the system,whereas forMarkovian movement, the probability

of moving between availability states between primary occasions 8 and 8 + 1 is conditional on the state

of the individual at time 8 − 1. Note that random movement is essentially what was assumed under the

classical robust design model discussed earlier (i.e., the RD model based on �, and not parameterized

in terms of �′ and �′′).

To provide identifiability of the parameters for the ‘Markovian emigration’ model (where an animal

Chapter 15. The ‘robust design’
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‘remembers’ that it is off the study area) when parameters are time-specific, Kendall et al. (1997) stated

that �′′
: and �

′
: need to be set equal to �

′′
C and �

′
C , respectively, for some earlier period. Otherwise these

parameters are confounded with (C−1. They suggested setting them equal to �′′
:−1 and �′

:−1, respectively,

but it really should depend on what makes the most sense for your situation. This confounding problem

goes away if either movement or survival is modeled as constant over time.

To obtain the ‘Random emigration’ model,set�′
8 = �′′

8 . This constraint is perhaps not intuitively obvious.

The interpretation is that the probability of temporarily emigrating from the observable sample during

an interval is the same as the probability of staying away (i.e., the probability of not immigrating back

into the observable sample). Biologically, the probability of being in the study area during the current

trapping session is the same for those animals previously in and those animals previously out of the

study area during the previous trapping session. The last survival parameter, (:−1, is also not estimable

under the time-dependent model unless constraints are imposed. That is, the parameters �′′
: ,�′

: , and(:−1

are all confounded. Setting the constraints �′′
:−1 = �′′

: and �′
:−1 = �′

: , for example, makes the resulting

3 parameters estimable. Or, you could forgo the constraint – in that case, you would simply ignore the

estimates of (:−1, �
′
: , and �

′′
: . Estimates of the remaining parameters would be unbiased.

The null model for both the random and Markovian models is the ‘No emigration’ model. To obtain

the ‘No emigration’ model, you simply set all the � parameters to zero. If all the �′′
8 are set to zero, then

the �
′
8 must all be set to zero also, because there are no animals allowed to emigrate to provide a source

of immigrants back into the population.

To make the distinction between the random (classical) and Markovian temporary emigration robust

design models clearer, consider the cell probability expressions for the following encounter history:

110 000 010 111

Here, we have 4 primary trapping occasions, and 3 secondary trapping occasions per primary

occasion. If we considered only primary occasions, the encounter history for this individual would be

‘1011’. The individual was marked and released on the first secondary occasion within the first primary

sampling occasion, and then seen again on the second secondary occasion within that first primary

period. The individual was not seen at all during any of the secondary samples during the second

primary sampling occasion. The individual was seen once – on the second of the secondary sampling

occasions – during the third primary sampling occasions, and was seen on all of the secondary sampling

occasions during the final primary sampling period.

Again, what is key here is the second primary sampling occasion – during the second primary

occasion, the individual was not seen at all. This might occur in one of three ways. First, the individual

could have died – we assume only live encounters are possible. However, since the individual was

seen alive at least once on a subsequent primary sample, then we clearly cannot assume that the ‘000’

secondary encounter history on the second primary occasion reflects death of the individual.

However, there are two other possibilities we need to consider:

1. the individual could be alive and in the observable sample, but simply ‘missed’ (i.e.,

not encountered),

or, alternatively,

2. the individual could have temporarily emigrated from the observable sampling region

between primary occasion 1 and primary occasion 2, such that it is unavailable for

encounter during primary occasion 2 (i.e., is unobservable).

We have to account for both possibilities when constructing the probability statements. The following
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table shows the probability expressions for both the Markovian and random temporary emigration

models:

model probability

Markovian !1�
′′
2 !2

(

1 − �
′
3

)

?∗3!3

(

1 − �
′′
4

)

?∗4

+ !1

(

1 − �′′
2

) (

1 − ?∗2
)

!2

(

1 − �′′
3

)

?∗3!3

(

1 − �′′
4

)

?∗4

random !1�2!2

(

1 − �3

)

?∗3!3

(

1 − �4

)

?∗4

+ !1

(

1 − �2

) (

1 − ?∗2
)

!2

(

1 − �3

)

?∗3!3

(

1 − �4

)

?∗4

Look at the tabulated probability expressions carefully. Make sure you understand the distinction

between the random and Markovian temporary emigration models, and how the various constraints

needed for identifiability affect the probability expressions.

Now, let’s step through each expression, to make sure you see how they were constructed. Let’s

start with the Markovian emigration expression. Note that the probability expression for both models

is written in two pieces (separated by the ‘+’ sign). These two pieces reflect the fact that we need to

account for the two possible ways by which we could achieve the ‘000’ encounter history for the second

primary sampling occasion: either (i) the individual was not available to be sampled (with probability

�′′
2 ; in other words, it was in the sample at primary occasion 1, and left the sample at primary occasion 2,

such that it was unavailable for encounter), or (ii) was in the sample during primary sampling occasion

2, with probability (1 − �′′
2 ), but was simply missed (i.e., not encountered).

Let’s consider the first part of the probability expression. Clearly,!1 indicates the individual survived

from primary occasion 1 → 2. We know this to be true. The �
′′
2 term indicates the possibility that

the individual temporarily emigrated from the sample between occasions 1 and 2, such that it was

unavailable for encounter during primary sampling occasion 2. Then, !2, since the individual clearly

survives from occasion 2 to occasion 3. Then, conditional on having temporarily emigrated at occasion

2, we need to account for the re-entry (immigration) back into the sample at occasion 3, with probability

(1 − �
′
3). This is logically necessary since the individual was encountered at least once during primary

sampling occasion 3. Next, !3, since the individual clearly survives from occasion 3 to 4. Finally, the

individual stays in the sample (since it was encountered),with probability (1−�′′
4 ), and was encountered

with probability ?∗4.

Now, the second term of the expression (after the ‘+‘ sign) is similar, with one important difference

– in the second term, we account for the possibility that the individual stayed in the sample between

primary sampling occasion 1 and 2 with probability (1 − �′′
2 ), and was not encountered during any of

the secondary samples during primary sampling occasion 2 with probability (1 − ?∗2).

For the random emigration model, the expressions are the same, except we’ve eliminated the ‘primes’

for the � terms (we note that we could, with a bit of algebra, reduce both expressions to simpler forms –

especially the expression for random emigration. However, leaving the expressions in ‘expanded’ form

makes the logic of how the expressions were constructed more obvious).

15.3.4. Alternate movement models: no movement, and ‘even flow’

While in the preceding we focussed on contrasting random and Markovian movement models, it is

clear that both need to be tested against an explicit null of ‘No movement’. For this null model, we

assume that individuals that are ‘observable’ are always ‘observable’ over all sampling occasions.

Similarly, individuals which are ‘unobservable’ remain unobservable over all sampling occasions. We
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construct the ‘No movement’ fairly easily, by simply setting the �′s to 1 (unobservable individuals remain

unobservable) and �
′′s to 0 (observable individuals remain observable).* Unless you have compelling

evidence to the contrary, it is always worth including a ‘No movement’ model in your candidate model

set.

Another, somewhat more subtle model, is what we might call an ‘Even flow’ model. In the ‘Even

flow’ model, we are interested in whether the probability of moving from ‘observable’ at time 8 to

‘unobservable’ at time 8+1 is the same as the probability of moving from ‘unobservable’ to ‘observable’

over the same time interval. In other words, (1 − �′) = �′′. Note that the ‘even flow’ model says only

that the per capita probability of moving to the alternate state over some interval is independent of the

originating state at the start of the interval.

Be sure you understand the distinction between the ‘Even flow’ model and the ‘Random movement’

and ‘Markovian movement’ models. In the ‘Random movement’ model we set �′
= �′′, which means that

the probability of an individual being unobservable at time 8+1 is independent of whether or not it was

‘observable’ at time 8. As noted earlier, the interpretation is that the probability of emigrating during an

interval is the same as the probability of staying away (conditional on already being ‘unobservable’ at

the start of the interval). For the ‘Markovian movement’ model, we allow for movement rates to differ as a

function of whether the individual is ‘observable’ or ‘unobservable’ – the only constraints we apply to

the � parameters in the Markovian model are necessary to ensure identifiability. Contrast this with the

‘Even flow’ model, where we enforce an equality constraint between entry and exit from a given state

over the interval. We will leave it to you to decide which of these models are sufficiently ‘biologically

plausible’ to consider including in your candidate model set.

The following table (15.1) summarizes some of the constraints which are commonly used to specify

(and in some case, make identifiable) the 4 model types we’ve discussed so far (‘No movement’, ‘Random

movement’, ‘Markovian movement’, and ‘Even flow’):

Table 15.1: Parameter constraints for standard model types using classical
closed RD (�) parameterization.

model constraint

no movement �′
= 1, �′′

= 0

random movement �′
= �′′

Markovian movement �′
: = �′

:−1

�
′′
: = �

′′
:−1

‘even flow’ �′′
= (1 − �′)

* Practically speaking, it would not matter if you fixed �
′ to 1 or 0. Since the model does not consider movement of marked animals

outside the study area, �′ never enters the likelihood and therefore it doesn’t matter whether you fix it to 0 or 1. However, setting
�
′
= 1 for a ‘no movement’ model is logically more consistent with Fig. (15.5).
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15.4. Advantages of the RD

Advantages of the robust design alluded to above include:

1. estimates of ?∗8 , and thus #8 and recruitment are less biased by heterogeneity in capture

probability (specifically, if you use heterogeneity models within season; see Chapter 14)

2. temporary emigration can be estimated assuming (i) completely random, (ii) Markovian, or

(iii) temporarily trap dependent availability for capture (Kendall and Nichols 1995, Kendall

et al. 1997)

3. If temporary emigration does not occur, then abundance, survival, and recruitment can be

estimated for all time periods (e.g., in a 4-period study, half the parameters are inestimable

using the JS method; Kendall and Pollock 1992).

4. Precision tends to be better using the formal robust design models of Kendall et al. (1995),

which include the model described above with �′′
= �′

= 0.

5. Because there is information on capture for the youngest catchable age class, estimation

of recruitment into the second age class can be separated into in situ recruitment and

immigration when there are only 2 identifiable age classes. Using the classic design (i.e.,

one capture session per period of interest), 3 identifiable age classes are required (Nichols

and Pollock 1990).

6. The robust design’s 2 levels of sampling allow for finer control over the relative precision of

each parameter (Kendall and Pollock 1992).

15.5. Assumptions of analysis under the RD

For the most part, the assumptions under the robust design are a combination of the assumptions for

closed-population methods and the JS method:

1. Under the classical robust design (as first described by Ken Pollock, and subsequently

extended by Kendall and colleagues; hereafter, we refer to this as the closed robust design),

the population is assumed closed to additions and deletions across all secondary sampling

occasions within a primary sampling session. Kendall (1999) identified 3 scenarios where

estimation of ?∗8 would still be unbiased when closure was violated.

a. If movement in and out of the study area, or more generally, if the availability

of individuals for detection is completely random, then ?̂∗8 remains unbiased but

now a function of ‘effective capture probability’ (i.e., %(availabilty) × %(detection |

availability)). So now #̂ estimates the size of the super-population, the individuals

associated with the study area for that primary period, but not necessarily present

at any given sampling occasion. The other 2 exceptions require that detection

probability vary only by time and might apply most with migratory populations.

b. If the entire population is present at the first session within a period but begins to

leave before the last session, then the estimator is unbiased if detection histories are

pooled for all sessions that follow the first exit from the study area. If the exodus

begins after the first session this creates a new 2-session detection history within

period.

c. Conversely, if sampling begins before all animals in the population have arrived but

they are all present in the last session, then all sessions up to the point of first entry

should be pooled.
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2. Temporary emigration is assumed to be either completely random,Markovian,orbased

on a temporary response to first capture.

3. Survival probability is assumed to be the same for all animals in the population,

regardless of availability for capture. This is a strong assumption, especially in the

Markovian availability case.

15.6. RD (closed) in MARK – some worked examples

OK, enough of the background for now. Let’s actually use the closed robust design in MARK. We’ll

begin with a very simple example which can be addressed using only PIMs and the PIM chart, followed

by a more complex model requiring modification(s) of the design matrix.

15.6.1. Closed robust design – simple worked example

We’ll demonstrate the ‘basics’ using some data simulated under a ‘Markovian movement’ model. The data

(contained in rd_simple1.inp) consist of 3,000 individuals in a study area, some of which are captured,

marked and released alive. Each of the 5 primary sampling sessions consisted of 3 secondary samples.

So, in total, (5 × 3) = 15 sampling occasions. For our simulation, we assumed that survival between

primary periods varied over time: (1 = 0.7, (2 = 0.8, (3 = 0.9, (4 = 0.8. Within each year, we assumed

that the true model for encounters during the secondary samples was model {?(·) = 2(·)} (i.e., model

"0 – see Chapter 14). We used ?11→13 = 0.5, ?21→33 = 0.6, ?41→43 = 0.5 and ?51→53 = 0.5. (Note: setting

?11 = ?12 = ?13 = 0.5 implies that ?∗1, the probability of being captured at least once in primary period

1, is ?∗1 = 1 −
[

(1 − 0.5)(1 − 0.5)(1 − 0.5)
]

= 0.875).

If you notice, the total number of individuals captured at least once in primary session 1 in the

simulated data set is 2,619, which is close to the expected value of 3,000 × 0.875 = 2,625. We also

assumed (purely for convenience) that no individual entered the population between the start and

end of the study (thus, since (<1, the estimated population size should decline over time). We also

assumed no heterogeneity in capture probabilities among individuals. What about the � parameters?

We assumed a time-dependent Markovian model: �′′
2 = 0.2, �′′

3 = 0.3, �′′
4 = 0.3, �′′

5 = 0.2 and �
′
3 =

0.2, �′
4 = 0.4, �′

5 = 0.3.

OK, now, let’s analyze these simulated data in MARK. For our candidate model set, we’ll assume

that there are 3 competing models: (i) a model with no temporary emigration (i.e, �′′
8 = �

′
8 = 0), (ii) a

model with random temporary emigration (i.e., �′′
8 = �′

8 ), and (iii) a model with Markovian temporary

emigration (in this case, the ‘true’ model under which the data were simulated). We’ll skip the ‘even

flow’ model mentioned earlier for now. It is not a model we can build directly using PIMs. Moreover,

building the ‘even flow’ DM requires a design matrix ‘trick’ we haven’t seen before. For now, we’re

going to concentrate on simple model construction, using PIMs. In our analysis, we’ll also assume we

have ‘prior knowledge’ concerning the true structure for the encounter probabilities (i.e., the parameter

structure for ?8 and 28). To facilitate referring to the models in the results browser, we’ll call them simply

‘No movement’, ‘Random movement’ and ‘Markovian movement’, respectively.

Start MARK and select the ‘Robust Design’ data type on the model specification window. MARK

will immediately ‘pop-up’ a small sub-window, asking you specify the model type for the closed

captures data type (recall that you’re modeling encounters during secondary samples using a closed

population estimator). For this example, we’ll use ‘Huggins p and c’. After selecting the appropriate

input file (rd_simple1.inp), we need to tell MARK how many occasions we have. For the robust design,

we need to do this in stages. First, how many total occasions? In this case, we have 5 primary occasions,

each of which consists of 3 secondary occasions. So, 15 total occasions.
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The next stage is specifying the primary and secondary sampling structure. In other words, how are

the secondary samples divided among primary samples? If you look at the .INP file, there is no obvious

indication in the file itself where the break-points are between primary occasions. However, MARK

has a useful feature which makes specifying the primary and secondary sample structure relatively

straightforward. If you look immediately to the right of where you entered the total number of occasions,

you’ll see the usual ‘Set Time Intervals’ button. Immediately above and to the right of the ‘Set Time

Intervals’ button is a button labeled ‘Easy Robust Design Times’. Why 2 buttons? Well, you could

specify the primary and secondary sampling model structure by appropriately setting the time intervals

(see below), or you can take the ‘easy way out’ (pun intended) by using the ‘Easy Robust Design Times’

button.

If you click this button, you’re presented with a new window which asks you to specify the number

of primary sampling occasions:

In our case, we have 5 primary sampling occasions. Once you click the ‘OK’ button, MARK responds

with a second pop-up window, asking you to specify the number of secondary sampling occasions for

each primary session.

The default values that you will see are derived simply by taking the total number of occasions (15

in this example) and dividing that number by the number of primary sampling occasions (5) – in this

example, the default of 3 secondary sampling occasions conveniently matches the true structure of

our sampling – of course, if it didn’t, then we would simply manually adjust the number of secondary

sampling occasions per primary sampling occasion, subject to the constraint that the total number of

secondary occasions (summed over all primary sampling occasions) equaled 15 (in our example).

Once you have correctly specified the primary and secondary sampling structure (by whichever

method you chose), click the ‘OK’ button. As usual, MARK responds by presenting you with the PIM

for the first parameter, in this case, the survival parameter (.

Let’s look at the PIM chart – but, remember how many parameters you’re dealing with here: you

have survival ((), the � parameters (�′ and �′′), and the two encounter parameters (? and 2). Meaning,

the PIM chart will be quite big. Even for this simple example, with ‘only’ 15 total occasions, the PIM

chart (shown at the top of the next page) is ‘dense’ with information (to put it mildly):
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We’ll start by trying to fit a model with time dependence in (, �′, and �′′, but where ?8 = 28 = 2· for

each primary occasion 8 (although we allow annual ? to vary).

The PIM chart corresponding to this model is shown below (notice how much ’smaller’ and ’less

dense’ this PIM chart is, reflecting the reduction in the number of parameters from 36 → 16):

If you’ve read the preceding text carefully, you’ll recognize that in fact (i) this represents a Markovian

model for the � parameters, and (ii) without constraints, there will be identifiability problems for ( and

� for this model.
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We can confirm this by running the model, and looking at the estimates for ( and � from this model:

We see that the estimates for the last two ( and � parameters are completely confounded. Now, let’s

see what happens to the estimates if we apply the constraints �′
: = �

′
:−1, and �

′′
: = �

′′
:−1? As mentioned

earlier, these constraints are necessary to make ( and the remaining � parameters identifiable. How do

we set these constraints?

Here, we’ll use a simple PIM-based approach. Here are the modified PIMs for �′′ and �
′, respectively:

Make sure you understand what we’ve done in the PIMs. We’ve set the last two parameters equal to

each other for both �′′ (parameter index 7) and �′ (parameter index 9). This constraint should allow us

to estimate �′′
2 (parameter index 5) and �′′

3 (parameter index 6), and �′
3 (parameter index 7).

If we fit this model to the data, we see that the estimates of ( and � (shown at the top of the next

page) are all reasonable, and quite close to the true underlying parameter values used in the simulation

((1 = 0.7, (2 = 0.8, (3 = 0.9, (4 = 0.8; �′′
2 = 0.2, �′′

3 = 0.3; �′′
4 = 0.3, �′′

5 = 0.2 and �′
3 = 0.2). Remember

that we’ve achieved this ‘identifiability’ by applying constraints on the terminal pairs of � parameters

– not only may there be no good biological justification for imposing this constraint, but the estimates

of the constrained � (parameter index 7, representing the constraint �′′
4 = �′′

5 , and parameter index 9,

representing the constraint �′
4 = �′

5) are not biologically interpretable.

What if instead of constraining � we’d applied a constraint to the survival parameter (? For example,

what if we constrained ( to be constant over time? As you’ll recall from earlier chapters, constraining

one parameter can often eliminate confounding with other parameters, and in the process, make

them identifiable. For example, in a simple {!C ?C} live mark-recapture model, the terminal ! and ?
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parameters are confounded, whereas if you fit model {!· ?C} (i.e., constrain ! to be constant over time),

all of the encounter probabilities ?C are estimable, including the terminal parameter. Of course, you

would still want to have a good prior motivation to apply the constraint.

So, for our present analysis, what happens to our estimates if we (i) constrain ( to be constant over

time, and (ii) ‘remove’ the �
′
: = �

′
:−1 and �

′′
: = �

′′
:−1 constraints?

Here is the PIM chart corresponding to this model – note that the indexing for �′′ is now 2 → 5

(whereas for the constrained model, it was 2 → 4), and for �′, the indexing is from 6 → 8 (instead of

6 → 7 for the constrained model).

The estimates from fitting this model with constant survival to the data are shown at the top of the

next page. We see that in fact all of the �′′ parameters are now estimable, as are the first two estimates

for �′. The estimates qualitatively match the true underlying parameter values – differences reflect the

fact that in the generating model used to simulate the data, survival ( was time-dependent – here we

are constraining it to be constant over time, which affects our estimates of other parameters.
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Let’s continue fitting the models in our candidate model set, assuming that ( is time-dependent (go

ahead and delete the model we just ran with ( held constant from the browser – we ran that model

just to demonstrate that you could achieve identifiability by holding ( constant). We’ll fit the ‘Random

movement’ model next. Recall that for a ‘Random movement’ model, which is essentially the ‘classical’

robust design, we apply the constraint �′′
8 = �′

8 .

Also remember that without additional constraints, the parameters �
′′
: , �′

: , and (:−1 are all con-

founded. While you could set some constraints to ‘pull them apart’, in practice it is often easier to

forgo the constraint – in that case, you would simply ignore the estimates of (:−1, �
′
: , and �′′

: . Estimates

of the remaining parameters would be unbiased.

Specifying the ‘Random movement’ model is straightforward, but remember that there is one more

�′′ than �′ parameter. In this case, there is no �′
2 parameter corresponding with �′′

2 , so we apply the

constraint to the � parameters for primary occasions 3 and 4 only.

Again, this is most easily accomplished by modifying the PIMs for �′′ and �′, respectively:

Run this model and add the results to the browser.

If you look at the real estimates from the ‘Random movement’ model (shown at the top of the next

page) you see that only the final ( and � parameters are confounded.*

* You might have noticed that the structure of the ‘Random movement’ model, where we set �′ = �
′′, is strictly analogous to model

"C (i.e., model {?C = 2C }) for closed abundance models (Chapter 14).
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Finally, the ‘No movement’ model. Recall that to fit this model, we fix �′
8 = 1 and �′′

8 = 0 over

all occasions. We can do this easily by using the ‘Fix parameters’ button in the ‘Run numerical

estimation’ window. Since we just finished building the ‘Random movement’ model, we can run the ‘No

movement’ model simply by fixing all of the � parameters in the ‘Random movement’ model (parameters

5 → 8) to either 1 or 0 (for �
′ and �

′′ respectively). Go ahead and fix the �’s, run the ‘No movement’

model, and add the results to the browser:

In looking at our results,we conclude that the ‘Markovian movement’ model has by far the most support

in the data among our 3 candidate models. This should not be surprising – a Markovian model was the

generating model for the simulated data.

Using the design matrix in the RD – simple example revisited...

In the preceding,we built the models using PIMs. How would we build these models using the design

matrix (DM)? We start by considering the PIM structure for a model with full time-dependence in ( and

� (i.e., a Markovian emigration model), with annual variation in ? (in fact, this is the generating model

used to simulate the data we considered in the preceding example). The PIM chart corresponding to

this structure is the one shown at the bottom of p. 16. Again, this is the model without the constraints

needed to make the � parameters estimable in the Markovian model.

While this model without constraints on the � parameters is not a good model for inference (since,

many of the ( and � parameters will be confounded), it is, structurally, the starting point for all of

the models we’re interested in building (at the least, the ‘Markovian’, ‘random’, and ‘no movement’

models). This is analogous to using a model with full time-dependence and interaction for the ? and

2 parameters in a closed population abundance model (Chapter 14) as the starting point for building

other constrained, reduced parameters model.

By now, you should realize that there are a number of ways to build the DM corresponding to

parameter structure for this model. One way, which might occur to you to be the ‘default’ approach

based on ‘intercept offset coding’, is shown at the top of the next page.

Here,we assume that we’re going to model each of the structural parameters in the model ((, �′, �′′, ?)

independently of each other. Meaning, each parameter will have its own intercept (as shown). While

there is nothing wrong with this, it makes it somewhat more difficult to build models where we want
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(or need) to specify particular relationships between 2 or more of the parameters. For example, there is

no simple modification of this DM which will let you build a ‘Random movement’ model, where �
′
= �

′′.

Is there a more flexible approach? In fact, you might recall from our development of the DM for

closed population abundance models (Chapter 14 – section 14.6) that a straightforward approach is to

consider each of the parameters you want to model ‘together’ (i.e., as being related to each other in some

fashion) as different levels of a putative ‘group’ factor, using a common intercept for these parameters.

[In fact, you may recall that we first introduced this concept back in Chapter 7 with respect to ‘age’ and

‘time since marking’ models, and saw it again in Chapter 14 when using a common intercept for ? and

2 parameters in closed population abundance models]. We start by specifying a putative parameter

‘group’ for the � parameters – we’ll call it ‘GG’ (for ‘�-group’).

Next, to help us keep track of what we’re doing, we write out the linear model corresponding to the

� parameters shown in the PIM chart on p. 18. We know that not all parameters are identifiable without

constraints, but it represents our most general parametrization for �, which we will constrain to build

our 3 candidate models.

Here is the linear model corresponding to the � parameters shown in the PIM chart:

‘�’ = INTCPT + GG + TIME + GG.TIME

= �1 + �2(GG) + �3(T1) + �4(T2) + �5(T3) + �6(GG.T2) + �7(GG.T3)

We see there are 7 terms in the linear model, which correctly matches the 7 parameters for � specified

in the PIM chart. Note that we model only ‘plausible interactions’. Since there is no �′
1 parameter, then

no interaction is specified for interval coded by T1. So, the interactions between ‘GG’ and time begin with

the second interval (�6 in the linear model).

Shown at the top of the next page is what this linear model – for the � parameters – would look like

coded in the DM (note that we’ll leave the coding for the other parameters ( and ? the same). Notice

that it is identical in structure to many of the age and closed population abundance models we saw in

earlier chapters, for the same reason: two parameters offset from a common intercept, where one of the

parameters does not occur in the first time interval.
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Given this DM, how would we modify it to construct the 3 models we constructed in the preceding

section using the PIM approach? We’ll start with the ‘Markovian movement’ model. Recall for a model

where movement is modeled as Markovian, we generally need to set (i) �′′
: = �′′

:−1 and (ii) �′
: = �′

:−1.

How would we set these constraints in the DM? The key is in realizing that by setting �′′
: = �′′

:−1 and

�
′
: = �

′
:−1 we are, in effect, ‘merging’ the final two time intervals. In other words, instead of having 4

time intervals, we now have 3.

Now, have another look at the part of the DM relating to the � parameters (shown above). Note that

column B9 (labeled t3) specifies the 3rd time interval. So, to make time interval 3 equivalent to time

interval 4 (which we coded by convention as the reference interval), we simply delete the DM column

corresponding to the third interval (column B9 in the preceding). But, if we delete the that column, then

we also need to delete any interaction column involving that time interval (column B11).

After doing that, here is what the modified DM for the ‘Markovian movement’ model for � looks like:

If you run this model, add the results to the browser, and look at the real parameter estimates, you’ll

see that they match exactly the results from the ‘Markovian movement’ model built earlier using the PIM

approach.

Next, we’ll consider the ‘Random movement’ model. Recall for this model, we set �′
= �

′′. This is

analogous to setting ? = 2 in a closed population abundance model. By setting �′
= �′′, we are in

effect eliminating the difference between the groups. So, first retrieve the ‘starter’ model that we used

to construct the Markovian model (the DM for the � parameters for this model is shown at the top of

this page). All we need to do next is (i) delete the ‘GG’ column (B6), and (ii) delete any interaction column

involving ‘GG’ (in this case, columns B10 and B11, labeled ‘GG.t2’ and ‘GG.t3’).
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Here is the modified DM for � for the ‘Random movement’ model:

Again, if you run this model, and add the results to the browser – you’ll see that they match the results

from the ‘Random movement’ modelbuiltusing the PIM approach. Note thatby simply modifying the DM

we built for the ‘Markovian movement’ model, we are retaining the �
′′
: = �

′′
:−1 and �

′
: = �

′
:−1 constraints.

Doing so (or not) does not affect the overall model fit, but does influence the identifiability of some

parameters (in particular, the final estimate for survival ().

Finally, for the (null) ‘no movement’ model, we want to set �′
= 1, and �′′

= 0. Starting from the DM

we just specified for the ‘Random movement’ model, all we need to do is (i) delete the time columns (B7

→ B9), and (ii) fix parameters 5 → 8 to 0, and parameters 9 → 11 to 1 when we run the model. Results

from this model should match those from the ‘no movement’ model built using PIMs.

15.6.2. Closed robust design – more complex worked example

In the preceding,we used PIMs,and a PIM chart, to construct the various models in our candidate model

set. We also demonstrated (and reinforced) the notion of parameter constraints that are often necessary

to make various parameters estimable. Recall in particular that for a model with Markovian movement,

setting the constraints �′′
:−1 = �′′

: and �′
:−1 = �′

: (where : is the number of primary sampling occasions)

makes the resulting 3 parameters estimable. However, as you might imagine, there is another approach

which is often preferred, since it makes various parameters estimable, while avoiding constraints which

work, but may have little biological meaning, or justification. This approach involves constraining

various estimates to be functions of one or more covariates.

Consider the following scenario – suppose that only individuals in the breeding condition are

available for encounter (this is quite plausible – for many taxa, only reproductively active individuals

are ever encountered. Non-breeding individuals often do not return to the breeding site, and are thus

not available for encounter). Suppose that in general, for some species, if the climatic conditions are

favorable, the tendency of all individuals to breed is increased, relative to a year with harsher climatic

conditions, where more individuals opt out of breeding. Thus, we would anticipate that in general in a

‘good’ year, (1 − �
′
) and (1 − �

′′
) will generally be greater than �

′ and �
′′. The reverse would generally

be true in a ‘poor’ year.

For this example, we simulated 15 occasions worth of data – 5 primary sampling occasions, each

with 3 secondary samples. Primary samples 1, 2 and 4 were classified as ‘good’ years, whereas primary

samples 3 and 5 were taken in ‘poor’ years. In ‘good’ years, �′
6 = 0.5 and �′′

6 = 0.1. In ‘poor’ years,
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�′
? = 0.7 and �′′

? = 0.25. These values were chosen to reflect the basic expectation that in ‘good’ years,

individuals that were breeders the previous year tend to remain in breeding state, whereas individuals

that were not breeding the year before tend to become breeders. The reverse is likely true (in many

cases) in ‘poor’ years. We also assumed that survival is marginally lower in ‘poor’ years than in ‘good’

years ((6 = 0.8 > (? = 0.7). Finally, we also assumed that encounter effort tends to be lower in ‘poor’

years (perhaps for some logistical reasons related to the poorer weather), but that ?∗8 = 28 in all years.

We set ?∗6 = 26 = 0.5, and ?∗? = 2? = 0.3. We simulated a data set with 2,000 individuals captured,

marked and released alive on the first occasion. We assumed closure within each primary sampling

period, and no net immigration of new individuals into the population on any subsequent occasion

(thus, expected population size # should decline over time). The simulated data are contained in the

file rd_complex1.inp.

Now, let’s proceed to analyze these data – with the intent of demonstrating that use of covariates can

make it possible to estimate various parameters without relying on equality constraints as described

earlier. We’ll assume that our model set consists of 2 models:

1. Markovian, no covariates – simple time variation in (, �, and ? = 2

2. Markovian, with covariates used to explain temporal variation in (, �, and ? = 2.

Now, in this example, the covariate is a dichotomous indicator variable (‘good’ year or ‘poor’ year).

As such, this example problem is analogous to the (by now) familiar European dipper ‘flood’ analysis.

You may recall from Chapter 6 that there are two ways to approach this type of analysis. We could, in

fact, use a PIM-only approach for some models, by coding ‘good’ and ‘poor’ directly into the PIMs for

various parameters (see section 6.7 in Chapter 6). However, we also recall that ultimately this limits the

types of models we want to build – more generally, we’d like to use a design matrix approach, since it

will (ultimately) give us complete flexibility over the types of models we build. So, that is the approach

we’ll employ here for our model with covariates for ‘good’ and ‘poor’ years.

Start MARK, and access the rd_complex1.inp file. Select ‘robust design | Huggins’ p and c’ as

the model type – 15 total occasions, with 5 primary occasions each consisting of 3 secondary samples.

To start, we’ll build the unconstrained model – time variation in (, �, and ? = 2. We can do this most

easily by making use of the PIM chart.

Go ahead and bring up the PIM chart, and modify it so it looks like the following:
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This PIM chart is similar to the PIM chart used in the preceding (simpler) example – the only major

difference is that now the ‘blue boxes’ for (, �′′ and �
′ are all time-dependent. Recall that this has

implications for estimability of several parameters.

Now, we recall from earlier sections of this chapter that for time-dependent robust design models, not

all parameters are estimable without some constraints. Specifically, we would need to set the constraints

�′′
4 = �′′

5 and �′
4 = �′

5. However, for purposes of demonstrating the necessity of these constraints, let’s

first run the model without imposing the constraints. We see from the following listing of parameter

estimates that indeed, none of the survival or � parameters are estimable (they all have completely

unrealistic SE or 95% CI).

Now,let’s re-run this same model,afterapplying the constraints�′′
4 = �′′

5 and�′
4 = �′

5. In the preceding

example, we applied these constraints by directly modifying the PIMs for both � parameters. However,

this is not necessary – we can apply these constraints using the design matrix, which we want to build

anyway, for the purposes of constraining our estimates to be functions of ‘good’ or ‘poor’ years.

First, let’s build the design matrix (DM) which corresponds to the PIM chart shown on the preceding

page – since ourmodels set consists ofonly 2 candidate models (Markovian withandwithoutcovariates),

we’ll use the ‘default’ coding which treats �
′ and �

′′ separately (i.e., each parameter has its own

intercept).
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Now, we want to modify this starting DM to constrain �′′
4 = �′′

5 and �′
4 = �′

5. Recall from the first,

simpler example we worked through in this chapter that at present, the � parameters for occasion : and

: − 1 are coded as separate time intervals. Thus, to apply the necessary constraint, we simply modify

the DM so that the final two time intervals are treated as a single time step.

If you run this model, you’ll see that now, all of the non-constrained � parameters, and ( are estimable

(i.e., have reasonable standard errors, and are qualitatively close to the true parameter values). We can

confirm this by modifying the PIMs directly (as in the preceding example). You should get precisely

the same estimates as you just did using the design matrix. You will also note that the deviance of this

‘constrained’ model is identical to that for the unconstrained model we fit on the previous page (since

the point estimates for the parameters are identical – all that has changed are the SE’s).

But, again, we achieved ‘estimability’ at the cost of imposing some necessary, but perhaps not

particularly ‘biologically meaningful’ constraints. Remember that for this example, primary samples

1, 2 and 4 were classified as ‘good’ years, whereas primary samples 3 and 5 were taken in ‘poor’ years.

In ‘good’ years, �′
6 = 0.5 and �′′

6 = 0.1. In ‘poor’ years, �′
? = 0.7 and �′′

? = 0.25. Given this structure, it

makes little biological sense to constrain �′′
4 = �′′

5 and �′
4 = �′

5. Although these constraints did make the

non-constrained � parameters estimable, there would be reason to be concerned about possible bias in

the unconstrained estimates (relative to the true values).

It would seem to be more appropriate to modify the DM to account for variation between ‘good’

and ‘poor’ years. Let ‘1’ be the dummy variable we use to code for a ‘good’ year, and ‘0’ be the dummy

variable coding for a ‘poor’ year. Recall that primary sessions 1, 2 and 4 occurred in ‘good’ years, while

primary sessions 3 and 5 occurred in ‘poor’ years. Recall that we assume that (, �, and ? = 2 are all

functions of whether or not a year was classified as ‘good’ or ‘poor’.

Start by retrieving the model constructed using a DM without the logical constraints �
′′
4 = �

′′
5 and

�′
4 = �′

5. We’ll begin by modifying the coding for the survival parameter ( first. In order to do this, we

need to decide on whether or not ( or � over the interval from (8) to (8 + 1) are functions of whether or

not the environment is ‘good’ or ‘poor’ at time (8).

For this example, we’ll assume that since

1 2 3 4 5

good good poor good poor

that the estimate for parameter �8 is a function of the state of the environment at the start of the interval

from (8) to (8 + 1). So, for example, (1, (2, and (4 reflect ‘good’ years, whereas (3 reflects a ‘poor’ year.

In contrast, for parameters estimated at a particular sampling occasion (e.g., 2, ?, #), the estimate for �8

reflects the conditions at sampling occasion 8.
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We’ll start by modifying the part of the DM corresponding to survival.

The first column (labeled B0) is the intercept, while the second column (labeled B1) is the coding for

‘good’ or ‘poor’ years. Again, note that in our coding we are assuming that the conditions (‘good’ or

‘poor’) at primary occasion (i) determine the probability of surviving from occasion (8) → (8 + 1).

Now, what about �′ and �′′? Here, all we need to remember is that there is one fewer occasion for

the �′ parameter (for reasons discussed earlier in this chapter). The primary challenge, then, is to keep

track of which row refers to which occasion, for each of the two � parameters. For �′′
2 → �′′

5 , we have

‘good’, ‘good’, ‘poor’ and ‘good’, whereas for �′
3 → �′

5 we have ‘good’, ‘poor’ and ‘good’.

Here is the completed DM for the � parameters:

Finally, we modify the DM for the ? = 2 parameters. Remember that we’re assuming that ?8 = 28 is

equal to the conditions at sampling occasion (8). Thus,

Not surprisingly, when we run this model and add the results to the browser (shown below), we see

it has most of the support in the data (this is a good thing, since this is the ‘true’ model under which

the data were simulated in the first place).

However, what is of greater interest here is the influence of adding covariates to the DM on the
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estimability of the various parameters in the model. As shown below, all of the parameters are estimable

(dichotomizedbetween ‘good’ and ‘poor’ years). It is worthnoting thatwe assume the survivalprocess is

the same for those that are or are not available at any given time. We cannot derive a separate estimate of

survival for individuals in and outside of the sample – to do so requires different approaches, discussed

elsewhere.

15.7. The multi-state closed RD

In section 15.3.1 we briefly described the analogy between a model including temporary emigration

from a single study area and a multi-state model with two states. I will illustrate this in more detail in this

section, for two reasons. First, the multi-state closed robust design (hereafter, MSCRD) model, initially

presented by Nichols and Coffman (1999),providesmuch more flexibility than either the original robust

design model (which only permits two states, one of which must be unobservable) or the multi-state

model (which lacks the extra information available from multiple secondary capture periods). However,

as mentioned earlier, with flexibility comes complexity, and you will see that setting up the multi-state

robust design model in MARK can be very involved (and tedious). Second, this section provides a

segue to the multi-state open robust design (MSORD). In MARK, for the open robust design there is no

simpler alternative to the full multi-state version. Again, the flexibility of this model will compensate

for the complexity.

Between Chapter 10 and this chapter up to this point, the pieces of the MSCRD have already been

explained individually. For someone familiar with the MS model of Chapter 10, the simplest way to

view the MSCRD model is to note that each time capture probability ?B8 for state B appears in a MS

model, it is replaced with ?∗B8 . As in previous sections, if there are three secondary capture periods for

primary period 8, then the effective capture probability for state B in primary capture period 8 might be

?∗B8 = 1 − (1 − ?B81)(1 − ?B82)(1 − ?B83). The easiest way to illustrate the relationship between the classical

robust design model and the MSCRD model is through an example. For simplicity we’ll use the simple

robust design example from section 15.6.1.

15.7.1. multi-state closed RD – simple worked example

The simple example discussed in section 15.6.1 involved a hypothetical study consisting of 4 primary

periods of interest. Capture effort for each of these primary periods consisted of 3 secondary capture

periods, conducted over a sufficiently short period of time that it is reasonable to assume the group of
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animals in the study area did not change (no deaths or births or movement in or out). This constitutes

a robust design. The data were generated from a population with time-varying survival ((1 = 0.7, (2 =

0.8, (3 = 0.9, (4 = 0.8). Capture probability varied across primary periods (?19 = 0.5, ?29 = 0.6, ?39 = 0.6,

?49 = 0.5,?59 = 0.7), but not within primary period, and recapture probability within a primary period

was the same as initial capture probability (i.e., no trap effect; model "0 – see Chapter 14). All of these

parameters are also found in the MSCRD model. Notation changes when we consider the transition

(in this case movement) parameters (i.e., � and #). Relating the two sets of notation to the parameter

values chosen, recall (from earlier in this chapter) that

�′ ≡ #**

1 − �
′
≡ #

*$

�′′ ≡ #$*

1 − �′′ ≡ #$$

where where superscript ‘O’ means ‘observable’, or within the study area, and superscript ‘U’ means

‘unobservable’, or outside the study area.

In this example #$*
1 ≡ �′′

2 = 0.2, #$*
2 ≡ �′′

3 = #$*
3 ≡ �′′

4 = 0.3, #$*
4 ≡ �′′

5 = 0.2, and #**
2 ≡ �′

3 =

0.2,#**
3 ≡ �

′
4 = 0.4,#**

4 ≡ �
′
5 = 0.3. The analogy between the classic closed RD and the MS equivalent

will become even clearer after running this in MARK using the MSCRD model and comparing it to the

output from the original ‘classic’ analysis.

For this exercise, start by making a copy of ‘rd_simple1.inp’ and call it ‘MS_rdsimple1.inp’. To use the

MSCRD model simply open the MARK screen for developing new models and click on ‘Closed Robust

Design Multi-state’ (almost the last model listed). For consistency with our previous run with these

data, choose the ‘Huggins p and c’ option.

As in the previous example, after selecting the input file, specify 15 encounter occasions (remember

there were 5 primary periods, each consisting of 3 secondary capture occasions). Click on ‘Easy Robust

Times’ and specify 5 primary periods. It will give you a new screen that happens to have the correct

allocation of capture occasions across primary periods (3 in each). If in doubt, check back to section

15.6.1 where some of these steps were first introduced.

Up to this point the process has been identical to using the ‘Robust Design’ option in MARK. Now

we run into the first difference, and complication. Because this is a multi-state model, you see that the

‘State’ and ‘Enter State Names’ sections are now active. From Chapter 10 recall that you must specify

for each state the code that will be used in the capture history to denote capture in that state. You also

have the option of specifying a label for that state that might be more descriptive than the code alone.

The default value of 2 states is appropriate for this example, because we have two statesin this example

(O = observable = available for capture in the study area, U = unobservable = outside the study area).

Click on ‘Enter State Names’ and you will see the default codes of ‘A’ for state 1 and ‘B’ for state

2. Given that we are using a copy of ‘rd_simple1.inp’, which denoted capture with a ‘1’, you should

replace the ‘A’ with a ‘1’ (or start over and this time replace the ‘1’s’ in the input file with ‘O’ or some

other code.

What code should you use for the second state? We are calling it state U for ‘unobservable’, so you

could use that code. However, it does not really matter, since by definition you never capture the animal

while in that state.

Caution: Be sure, however, not to use zero as the code, because zero is always reserved to denote

non-capture.
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When this is complete, and after you return to the main screen and click ‘OK’, have a look at the PIM

chart, shown below:

It is even more ‘busy’ than under the classic ‘Robust Design’ model. If animals in each state could

be captured, then the PIM chart could remain this complex. However, in this case of an unobservable

state we can, as it turns out, pare it down considerably. We will make three major changes in order to

make this analysis identical to our previous analysis of these data: (1) change the PIM definitions, (2)

equate survival for both states, and (3) fix the capture probabilities to 0 for the unobservable state.

Changing the PIM definition would not be necessary for two of the three models we will run, but is

necessary for one of them. It also permits us to equate � values from the ‘Robust Design’ option with

# values from the MSCRD model. Recall from Chapter 10 that under the multi-state model, transition

probabilities for a given state need to sum to 1.0, thus one of the probabilities is computed by subtraction

from 1.0. As with the ‘Multi-state Recaptures only’ option in MARK, the default is for the probability

of remaining in a state to be gotten by subtraction. In the ‘Robust Design’ option in MARK the �

parameters always refer to being outside the study area, so we will mimic that case here using the #

parameters in the MSCRD model.

First click on the ‘PIM’ menu, then on ‘Change PIM definitions’. This should spawn a window

looking like the one shown below.

For each state you can designate which transition is obtained by subtraction. For state U change ‘Psi
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U to U’ to ‘Psi U to 1’. That way #**
8 = �′

8+1 will be estimated directly as a parameter.

Next, you want to set survival equal for both states, which was one of the assumptions of the robust

design model above. From previous chapters you will know that this can be done by dragging PIM’s in

the PIM chart, by copying one PIM to another after opening any PIM and then clicking on the ‘Initial’

option at the top of the screen, or by opening a PIM and changing one entry at a time.

Finally, to account for the unobservable state you want to fix the capture and recapture probabilities

for that state to 0. The simplest way to do it, especially when running many models, is to collapse all

? and 2 PIM’s for the unobservable state to one parameter. To make things easier, we’ll designate that

any parameter you are going to fix to 0 to be parameter number 1 (i.e., we’ll move it to the far left of

the PIM chart). In this way, you will always be fixing the same parameter to be 0. Otherwise, as you

expand and contract the PIM chart with more restrictive or more general models, you will need to keep

changing which parameter you fix to 0. Recall that parameters are fixed by going to the ‘Run Current

Model’ screen and clicking on ‘Fix Parameters’.

All of the encounter probabilities are set constant within primary period, and ‘c=p’ (corresponding to

model">) – however, recall that the unobservable state U is just that – unobservable,and thus encounter

probabilities is 0 for all primary occasions. Finally, under the assumptions of the robust design, we set

the survival probabilities for observed and unobserved states equal to each other.

Here is the PIM chart – make sure you understand how it is set up:
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To compare the MSCRD approach against the usual robust design model we will set up and run the

same three models that we used in section 15.6.1: ‘Markovian movement’, ‘Random movement’, and ‘No

movement’. The following is a reminder of the constraints needed for each of the models, for both the

classic ‘�’ RD parametrization, and the equivalent MS closed RD.

� formulation MS (#) formulation

no movement �′
= 1, �′′

= 0 #*$
= #$*

= 0

random movement �′
= �′′ #**

= #$*

Markovian movement �′
: = �′

:−1 #$*
: = #$*

:−1

�′′
: = �′′

:−1 #**
: = #**

:−1

We’ll start with the ‘Markovian movement’ model. For each type of movement we set the last two equal

to one another (i.e.,#$*
3 = #

$*
2 ,#**

3 = #
**
2 ), although this constraint is not necessary when survival is

set equal over time. Recall that#**
1 does not really enter the likelihood because no animals are released

in the unobservable state. You can fix this parameter to any value (say, 0.5) or leave it alone. It will not

affect the other parameters, but remember not to try to interpret it.

The PIMs for the movement parameters are shown below:

Go ahead and run this model – remember to fix parameter 1 (i.e., the encounter probability for the

unobservable state) to 0 first. Here are the real parameter estimates for ( and the # parameters:
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Note that they are virtually identical to the estimates for survival and � from the Markovian model

we fit using the classic closed RD.

It is also worth having a look at the estimated abundances #̂ :

Since "C+1 = 0 for the unobservable state, then clearly #̂8 ,* = 0, as seen above.

For the ‘Random movement’ model we do not need to constrain the last movement probabilities –

movement is independent of which state you were in last time. So, we simply set #$*
= #** (i.e.,

#$*
1 = #**

1 ,#$*
2 = #**

2 ,#$*
3 = #**

3 ...).

Go ahead and run this model – again fixing the encounter probability for the unobservable state to

0 first (note that for this model, this corresponds to parameter 1). Finally, recall that as was the case for

the ‘Markovian movement’ model, #**
1 (parameter 6) does not enter the likelihood, but we constrain it

for consistency. However, here we do not want to fix it to any value, since that would also imply fixing

#1D
1 = 0, which we don’t necessarily want to do.

Here are the results from fitting the MS ‘Random movement’ model to the data – if you compare these

estimates to those from the classic RD using ‘�’ notation, you’ll see they are again virtually identical:
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Finally, for the ’No movement’ model we fix#$*
C = #**

C = 0, using the same PIM setup as the ’Random

movement’ model (above). Here is the results browser with all three models:

Compare it against its counterpart from section 15.6.1, and you’ll see they are identical. This drives

home the point that the ‘Robust Design’ and ‘MSCRD’ options of MARK invoke two models that produce

basically the same estimates. For the special case we have set up they represent the exact same likelihood,

which reinforces the point that the ‘Robust Design’ option represents a special case of the more general

‘Closed Robust Design Multi-state’.

In conclusion, if you can keep straight the definitions of the �’s and their relationship with #’s,

then for the case of one observable and one unobservable state, you can see from the examples we’ve

shown that the ‘Robust Design’ option is simpler to set up and deal with. The ‘Closed Robust Design

Multi-state’ option in MARK provides a more powerful and flexible tool for more complex scenarios

that arise.

begin sidebar

the ‘even flow’ model

Back in section 15.3.4, we introduced a model we referred to as an ‘Even flow’ model. In the ‘Even

flow’ model, we are interested in whether the probability of moving from ‘observable’ at time 8 to

‘unobservable’ at time 8+1 is the same as the probability of moving from ‘unobservable’ to ‘observable’

over the same interval. In other words, the ‘Even flow’ model is specified by setting (i) (1 − �
′
) = �

′′

in the classic closed RD, which is equivalent to (ii) setting #
*$

= #
$*

in the multistate closed RD

(MSCRD).

Let’s consider the MSCRD formulation first. We’ll used the simulated data set we analyzed before

(ms_rdsimple1.inp; 5 primary periods). Recall from our earlier analysis of these data that we expect

time-dependence in movement probabilities between observable and unobservable states. Thus, to

construct the ‘Even flow’ model, we set #
*$
1 = #

$*
1 ,#

*$
2 = #

$*
2 , . . . ,#

*$
4 = #

$*
4 . We should

recognize at this point that we set#
*$
1 = #

$*
1 for consistency only, since #

*$
1 is undefined, and #

$*
1

isn’t in the likelihood. Thus, we would typically ignore the estimates over the first interval.

Bring up the results of your earlier MS analysis of these simulated data – retrieve the ‘Random

movement’ model. Next, we’ll want to change the PIM definitions, to make sure we have the parameters

#
*$

and#
$*

in model. Select the ‘PIM | Change PIM definition’ menu, and make sure you specify

‘Psi 1 to 1’ and ‘Psi U to U’ as the transition probabilities to obtain by subtraction. Once you’ve

done so, stop and think for a moment. Do you need to do anything more to construct the ‘Even flow’

model? No! you’re done. In the ‘Random movement’ model we retrieved, we’d set #
**
8 = #

$*
8 .

So,by simply changing the PIM definition so that#
**

is obtained by subtraction, then with the same

PIM structure you retrieved from the ‘Random movement’ model, but now with different definitions for

those parameters, you’ve already ‘built’ the ‘Even flow’ model. Go ahead and run this model, and add

the results to the browser. You’ll see that it doesn’t do particularly well – better than the ‘no movement’

model, but much worse than the ‘Random movement’ or ‘Markovian movement’ models.

So far – pretty straightforward. Perhaps unexpectedly so for the MSCRD approach, given the

convenience of of switching directly from the ‘Random movement’ to ‘Even flow’ models simply by

changing the PIM definition. However, what if instead we had used the classic ‘�’ parametrization

of the closed RD? As noted earlier, fitting the ‘Even flow’ model using � notation means setting

(1 − �
′
) = �

′′
.
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OK – fine. But how do you set this equality constraint, when the model is parameterized using only

�
′

and �
′′

, and where you are not able to specify that MARK used the complement of one of them?

You can only ‘change PIM definitions’ for certain data types (such as the MS data type) – so how would

would set (1−�
′
) = �

′′
? When we first introduced the ‘Even flow’ model back in 15.3.4, we made some

cryptic mention of a ‘design matrix’ trick that you would need to use in order to construct the model

using the ‘� parameterizations. Time to introduce the ‘trick’.

First, go back and re-open your classic closed RD analysis of rd_simple.inp. Retrieve the ‘Markovian

movement’ model in the browser. Open up the PIMs for �
′

and �
′′

, and eliminate the Markovian

constraints (in other words, make them both fully time-dependent, with no overlapping parameter

indices). The PIM structure for the two parameters should now look like:

Here is the corresponding PIM chart:

So, in effect, we’ve constructed a model with full time-dependence in ( and both � parameters.

For the next step, we want to build the DM corresponding to this ‘fully time-dependent’ model. At

this point, this should be relatively straightforward for you.
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One version of a DM corresponding to this PIM chart is shown below:

(Note: we’ve used an identity matrix structure for the ( and ? parameters, since we are not particularly

interested in them here.)

We do want to pay attention to the DM modeling of the � parameter, obviously. Here, we’ve simply

adopted the familiar ‘intercept reference coding’ approach we’ve used much of the time so far in this

book. Recall that what we’re doing here is specifying � terms as relative deviances from a common

‘reference’ value (i.e., the intercept).

Alternatively, we could use an identity coding scheme (i.e., 1’s along the diagonal) for the �

parameters:

Both would yield identical real estimates on the normal probability scale – the difference between

the two is in terms of interpretation of the � parameters in the linear model. In either case, note the

similarity of the structure of the part of the DM coding the � parameters to a typical ‘age’ model

(Chapter 7) – reflecting the fact that there is no �
′
parameter for the first interval (such that the coding

for time for �
′

starts with interval 2).

Now – the ‘trick’. Not so much a ‘trick’, but rather a more advanced application of some DM

concepts. We’ll introduce the idea by first modifying our current time-dependent DM to specify the

‘Random movement’ model (where �
′
8 = �

′′
8 ). Recall from earlier in this chapter that to build the ‘Random

movement’ model we applied a constraint to a DM with time-variation in the � parameters (actually, we

initially introduced it wrt to the ‘Markovian movement’ model, but the ‘Markovian movement’ model is

essentially time-dependent with some constraints on the terminal pair of � parameters). What we do

here depends on which form of the DM we’re using for �. We’ll proceed as if we’re using the identity

DM for � – it’s somewhat easier to explain (as you’ll see).
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So, for a ‘Random movement’ model, the DM corresponding to the � parameters would look like

The modified DM if we’d used the intercept coding scheme would look like

Here we’ve structured the DM for the ‘Random movement’ model, which specifies that �
′
8 = �

′′
8 .

For the ‘Even flow’ model, we want to specify that (1 − �
′
8 ) = �

′′
. In other words, we want so set the

complement of �
′
8 equal to �

′′
8 . Our current DM for the ‘Random movement’ model is clearly pretty close,

but how do we ‘tell it’ to use the complement of �
′
8?

In fact, it turns out that you can specify the equality of one parameter with the complement of another

using a ‘1, -1’ coding scheme, where we use the ‘1’ to indicate one parameter, and ‘-1’ to indicate

the complement of the other. In this case, we would use ‘1’ to code for (1 − �
′
, and ‘-1’ to code for

�
′′

. Using the identity DM, we simply need to change the dummy coding for each time step using the

‘1,-1’ coding convention (as described).

Here is the completed DM for the � parameters, corresponding to the ‘Even flow’ model:

If you run this model, you’ll see that if gives you exactly the same value for−2 log(L) as we obtained

for the ‘Even flow’ modelusing the MSCRD approach(above).What if insteadof (1−�
′
8 ) = �

′′
we wanted

(1−�
′′
8 ) = �

′
(which would correspond to setting #

**
8 = #

*$
8 )? Easy – simply reverse the DM coding

so that ‘-1’ is used for �
′
, and ‘1’ is used for �

′′
.

Now, as a real test of your understanding, how would we modify the intercept-based DM for a ‘Even

flow’ model? The trick is to think – hard – about what the intercept represents. The ‘answer’ is shown

at the top of the next page – no peeking!

See if you can figure it out on your own. It’s somewhat trickier than the identity matrix approach

we demonstrated first, but if you understand what this modified DM shows (i.e., if you understand

the ‘strange’ things we did to the intercept’) then congratulations are in order, since that would exhibit

a pretty solid understanding of the DM, and intercept coding in general.
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Nifty stuff, eh? Bonus points if you can figure out why this ‘trick’ works (i.e., what you’re really

doing with ‘1’ and ‘-1’ coding). Actually, if you understand the linear model being constructed, it isn’t

too bad.

end sidebar

15.8. The ‘open’ robust design...

Ourdiscussion here of the robust design assumes that the closure assumption within a primary period is

valid. In Chapter 14 we outlined conditions,discussed in Kendall (1999),wherecertain types of violation

of closure do not induce bias in estimators. These same conditions are directly applicable here as well.

However, one situation where this will not work well is where both arrivals and departures from the

study area are occurring throughout the primary period. This situation falls under the umbrella of an

‘open robust design, which we describe here.

15.8.1. Background

The ‘Open Robust Design multi-state’ data type in MARK (hereafter, MSORD) derives from Kendall

& Bjorkland (2001, Biometrics) and Kendall & Nichols (2002, Ecology), basedon the design first described

by Schwarz & Stobo (1997, Biometrics). We’ll use the case of nesting sea turtles from Kendall & Bjorkland

(2001) to motivate the use of this data type, as well as how to use it. Schwarz & Stobo (1997) used the case

of a rookery of grey seals, and we also believe it could be quite useful for stopover studies of migratory

species.

In a study of sea turtles there is an interest in estimating survival probabilities, breeding probabilities,

and perhaps population size (as well as population growth rate). Nesting seasons are extensive, up to

five months. Capture effort is typically throughout the season, in some cases nightly. Because sea turtles

often lay more than one clutch, there is an opportunity to recapture a given female multiple times in

a season. In summary, sampling for a given year consists of multiple sampling periods, where each

individual in the nesting population has a chance (assumed to be the same chance) of being captured

in each sampling interval. With a couple of additional assumptions, this constitutes a robust design.

In the preceding sections of this chapter,we described the closed robust design,where it was assumed

that, for the duration of capture effort within a primary period, one of the following was true: (1) the

population occupying the study area was completely closed to additions or deletions, (2) individuals

moved completely randomly in and out of the study area, (3) all individuals were present in the first

sampling occasion within a primary period, although marked and unmarked individuals could exit

the study area (with the same probability) before the last sampling occasion for that season, or (4)

individuals could enter the study area between the first and last sampling occasion within a season,

assuming all individuals are present by the last sampling occasion. An additional assumption for

conditions 3 and 4 is that capture probability within a primary period varies only by time (not trap

response or individual heterogeneity).
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In the case of nesting sea turtles, or marine mammal rookeries, the above assumptions do not hold. In

fact, turtles arrive to lay their first clutch in a staggered fashion, remain in the area to renest for variable

periods of time, then complete nesting and return to foraging areas in a staggered fashion. In essence,

there is an open population study going on within each nesting season. First arrival at the nesting beach

is equivalent to birth, and departure for the foraging grounds after the last clutch is laid is equivalent

to death in a modeling sense.

If each individual in the population could be relied upon to be on the nesting beach each year, then

the data for the entire nesting season could be pooled into whether or not an individual was captured

in year t. However, some individuals skip nesting in a given year, and therefore the nesting population

and population of female breeders in a given year are not equivalent. If nesting were a completely

random process (i.e., each adult female had the same probability of nesting), then a CJS analysis from

pooled data would produce an unbiased estimator for survival, although breeding probability could

not be estimated. With most species, however, breeding probability is more accurately characterized

as a Markov process (i.e., the probability of breeding is dependent on whether or not an individual is

currently a breeder), and for some species skipping at least one year after breeding is obligatory. In this

case, if skipping is not accounted for, all estimators in the CJS model, including survival, will be biased.

15.8.2. The General ORD Model

The essence of any robust design model is to take advantage of multiple sampling periods over a

sufficiently short period of time that the state of the individual (e.g., nester or non-nester) remains

static, in order to estimate the effective capture probability for those that are observable in that primary

period (e.g.,nesters). Because of the possibility of some individuals occupying an unobservable state (i.e.,

away from the study area[s]), we use a multistate approach to model the capture process across primary

periods. Formodeling captures within a primary periodwe use a generalization of the Schwarz-Arnason

(1996, Biometrics) version of the Jolly-Seber model (see Chapter 12). The details of this generalization

will become apparent below, but basically the probability an animal remains in the study area from one

sampling period to the next can be modeled as a function of time (as in the Schwarz-Arnason model)

or the number of sampling periods since it first arrived that season (i.e., its ‘age’ within the season ).

The ORD model first conditions on the total number of individuals captured in primary period t.

Given that an individual is captured at least once within primary period t, the model then considers

the probability of each observed capture history within that primary period. For example, if a nesting

turtle is first captured on capture occasion 2 (of 6) of year t, the model considers two possibilities. She

could have arrived to lay her first clutch during the first capture occasion (with probability ?4=CC1), was

not captured on that occasion (with probability 1 − ?C1 ), then returned to nest again (with probability

!C1,0
) where time subscript 1 indicates sampling period 1 and age subscript 0 implies this is the first

clutch laid this season by this female) and was captured (with probability ?C2 ) during capture occasion 2.

Alternatively, she could have arrived to lay her first clutch during capture occasion 2 (with probability

?4=CC2). So for six capture occasions within a year (i.e, one primary period), we have the following

probability structure for the history 010111:

[

pentC1

(

1 − ?C1
)

!C1,0
!C2,1

!C3,2
!C4,3

!C5,4
+ pentC2

!C2,0
!C3,1

!C4,2
!C5,3

]

?C2
(

1 − ?C3
)

?C4?C5?C6 ,

which can be rewritten as

pentC1

(

1 − ?C1
)

!C1,0
?C2!C2,1

(

1 − ?C3
)

!C3,2
?C4!C4,3

?C5!C5,4
?C6

+ pentC2
?C2!C2,0

(

1 − ?C3
)

!C3,1
?C4!C4,2

?C5!C5,3
?C6 .
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Because a turtle only arrives to lay her first clutch once, the entry probabilities (?4=CC8 ) have to add

to 1.0. Once captured within a year, subsequent captures within that year are modeled as a function

of future ‘survival’ (in this case the probability a turtle keeps coming back to lay more clutches) and

capture probability.

In summary , the following parameters will be found in the MSORD data type in MARK: (A
C =

survival from primary period t to C + 1 for those occupying state A during period C; #AB
C = probability

an individual in state r in primary period t is in state s in primary period C + 1, given it survives to

period C+ 1; pentBC 9 = probability that an individual in state s in primary period t is a new arrival (within

that primary period) to the study area for that state at capture occasion j; !B
C 9,0

= probability that an

individual in the study area associated with state s at capture occasion j, and who first arrived in the

study area a capture occasions previous, is still in that study area at capture occasion 9 + 1; and ?BC 9 =

probability that an individual in the study area for state s at capture occasion C 9 is captured. Of course

any of these parameters can also be group- (e.g., sex) or true age-dependent.

Although useful and powerful, the use of the ORD in combination with MS models at least initially

raises the dimensionality of the problem of programming models in MARK. As with the MSCRD model

described in section 15.7, there are PIM’s for state-specific survival between primary periods, and for

state-specific transitions between primary periods. For each primary period there is a PIM for pent, !,

and ? for each group and state, whereas for the MSCRD there were PIM’s for ? and 2. The ORD also

raises the dimensionality of model selection, where you explore variation in parameters both across

primary periods ((,#, pent, !, and ?) and within primary periods (pent, !, and ?).

15.8.3. Implementing the ORD in MARK: (relatively) simple example

To illustrate some the points made above we will continue the example of nesting sea turtles on a single

beach. We will consider a five-year study. Data are collected nightly on the beach in question, for three

months. When laying multiple clutches, females space those clutches approximately two weeks apart.

In dividing the season into capture occasions, it makes sense to do it so that each time an individual

re-nests she has a chance of being included in a capture occasion. Therefore we divide the three-month

season into six half-month capture occasions (if an individual is captured one or more times in within

the half-month interval you record a ’1’ in the capture history).

An example history for a five-year study, each with six capture occasions (totaling (5×6) = 30 capture

occasions for the study) is

001010000000001111000000001001 1;

In this case a female is captured in sampling periods 3 and 5 in year 1, sampling periods 3-6 in year 3,

and sampling periods 3 and 6 in year 5. As with other models in MARK, you provide the total number of

encounter occasions (in this case 30). As with the closed robust design, when you designate the MSORD

option in MARK, it provides a screen titled ‘Easy Robust Times’, which is an aid to specifying how the

capture history should be broken up into primary periods and capture occasions. MARK will ask how

many primary occasions there are (in this case 5). MARK will then provide a screen indicating equal

numbers of capture occasions per primary period. However, the MSORD model does not require them

to be equal, and MARK allows you to correct these values.

As with the ’Multi-state Recaptures only’ (Chapter 10) feature of MARK, after specifying the

number of states you go to the ‘Enter State Names’ screen, where you designate the label (the code

used in the encounter history to designate the state), and name for each state. In the case of the example

capture history above, where we have a single-site study, with one unobservable state, we would replace

the MARK default of ’A’ with a ’1’ in the label (to be consistent with the encounter history shown above),
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and might name it ‘nest’ (meaning that the animal was observed nesting). We can name the other state

with something like ‘skip’ (because the animal was skipping nesting).

For this unobservable state it does not matter what label you give it (but do not make it ’0’ or the

same as state 1), because animals are neither released nor observed in that state anyway.

When you have completed the model specification screen MARK will set up the PIM’s for the ‘MSORD’

model. Before we look at individuals PIMs, it’s worth firing up the PIM chart, if for no other reason than

to ‘impress yourself’ (and perhaps help convince your employers you need a bigger monitor). As noted

earlier, PIM charts for robust design models can be ‘busy’ – the default time-dependent PIM chart for

the turtle data is shown below.

Pretty scary – it’s so dense with information, you can barely read some of the labels on the left-hand

side. As such, we’ll do much of our manipulation of the basic parameter structure for our models using

the individual PIMs.

Because this is a multi-state model, the PIM’s for S and # are structured just as with the MS model
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(discussed at length in Chapter 10). They are upper triangular matrices, where you can specify these

parameters to be constant, time-specific, partially age-specific, release-cohort specific, etc. You can also

apply specific constraints to ensure transitions sum to 1. You can even specify which transitions are

reported by MARK.

For parameters relating to capture histories within primary period, the PIM’s for pent and p are really

vectors, implying they can be modeled as a function of time or covariates, but not time since capture

within the primary period.

For example, here is the PIM for pentC1
:

The PIM’s for ! are of the typical format (i.e., an upper triangular matrix). However, keep in mind

that typically the rows of a PIM denote a capture cohort, thereby permitting a parameter to be modeled

as a function of time since first capture. For the ! PIM’s the rows denote an entry cohort, permitting

one to model these parameters as a function of the time since arrival to the study area (e.g., for nesting

turtles that probability a female lays another clutch is a function of the number of clutches she has laid

so far).

We provide two examples of PIM’s below.

Whereas in the first (left-most) example ! is modeled strictly as a function of capture occasion, in

the second example (right-most) it is modeled strictly as a function of the number of capture occasions

since first arrival.

In the first PIM, parameter 68 refers to the probability that an animal in the study area at capture

occasion 2 will still be in the study area at capture occasion 3, independent of whether the animal was

present or not present on occasion 1. In the second PIM above parameter 68 refers to the probability that

an animal in the study area at any capture occasion j will still be in the study area at capture occasion
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9+1, given that the animal has been in the study area for two capture occasions, implying it first entered

the study area that season at capture occasion 9 − 1 (e.g., with sea turtles the individual laid her second

clutch at capture occasion 9).

There is an important point to consider about pent, the probability an animal arrives at the study

area before any given sampling period, given that it arrives at some time during the season. For a given

primary period the probability of entry across all sampling periods must add to 1.0 (i.e.,
∑;C

9=1
?4=C 9 =

1.0). MARK derives the final (terminal) pent;C
by subtraction, and therefore you cannot model this parameter

directly. In order to satisfy this constraint reliably you should use the multinomial logit (mlogit) link

in MARK, just as with the multistate models as described in Chapter 10. This is invoked in the ‘Run’

screen by specifying the ‘parm-specific’ option for the link function.

Each series of parameters that must add to one gets the same mlogit designation. For example, all

pent’s for primary period 1 in state 1 would be assigned mlogit(1), all pent’s for primary period 2 in

state 1 would be assigned the mlogit(2) link, and so on. If you fail to do this you will most likely get an

error message saying the numerical convergence was not reached. The entry probabilities are especially

prone to this type of problem, because there are potentially so many different estimates that must sum

to 1.0.

15.8.4. Dealing with unobservable states

Accounting for unobservable states with the ‘MSORD’ feature of MARK is different than doing so in the

original Robust Design option in MARK (discussed earlier in this chapter). With the latter, the model

is set up explicitly for the case of one study area plus temporary emigrants. The fact that temporary

emigrants actually occupy an unobservable state is treated implicitly. That model includes one PIM for

survival (assumed the same for those in the study area and those outside), two PIM’s for the temporary

emigration process (coming and going), and one PIM for each primary period for detection probabilities

in the study area. Conversely, the ORD model is nested within a general MS model framework. Therefore

there will be PIM’s for the within-primary-period parameters (pent, !, and p) for each state. For a T-

primary period study involving V states and G groups, this implies there will be G(V × 2 + V × T × 3)

PIM’s.
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This framework is very flexible for dealing with unobservable states, because an unobservable state

is simply one where capture probability is always 0. However, because of this flexibility there is also some

irritation involved with dealing with all those PIM’s, many of which do not get used. The PIM chart

shown below illustrates a model from our example of one adult female population of sea turtles, where

there is one observable (nesting) and one unobservable (skipping) state.

First, this chart illustrates yet again how this model can quickly make working directly with the PIM

chart impractical (there are 34 PIM’s in this relatively simple case of 5 years, 2 states, and 1 group).

Second, it illustrates how within-primary-period parameters for the unobservable state are dealt with.

Here we have set the pent’s, !’s, and p’s for the unobservable state equal to 0, after assigning all these

parameters to parameter index 1 (because these parameter will be set to 0 for each model considered,

assigning them index 1 prevents you from being required to fix a different parameter to 0 for each

run). Fixing the p’s for the unobservable state to 0 is most important, because this implies the effective

capture probability for the primary period will be 0. Once you do that, it does not matter what value

you give to the pent’s or !’s because they never enter into the model as the animal is ‘uncatchable’ (i.e.,

unobservable in this state).

Also, note that we have set the survival PIM for the skipped breeders equal to that for the nesters.

This is done implicitly in the original Robust Design model, but is necessary to do explicitly here as well.

This constraint makes sense, since one cannot directly monitor survival of the unobservable animals,

because they cannot be captured and released in the unobservable state. In general, it is a price to be

paid for the fact that an unobservable state creates missing cells of data. However, under the assumption

that survival is the same for both states, there is enough indirect information (from marked animals

leaving and coming back) to estimate the transition probabilities # .
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15.8.5. Which parameters can be estimated?

Identifying which parameters can be estimated can be a tricky business with these models, as it is for the

other models in MARK. The first question is which parameters can be estimated based on the structure

of the model (assuming no sparseness in the data). This issue is discussed for a single observable state

in Kendall and Pollock (1982), Kendall et al. (1997), Kendall and Bjorkland (2001), Kendall and Nichols

(2002), Fujiwara and Caswell (2002), and Schaub et al. (2004).

• If there are no unobservable states, then under the ORD all S’s and#’s, for each time period

and state, can be estimated (i.e., since the effective capture probability is estimable from

the within-primary-period data, there is no confounding of parameters in the last period).

• For the case of one observable and one unobservable state, under a robust design, if

#
(>1B→D=>1B)
)−1

and #
(D=>1B→>1B)
)−1

can be constrained to equal their counterparts for an earlier

time period, then all the other parameters can be estimated as time specific.

• Formultiple observable orunobservable states, investigations into estimability are ongoing,

and call for methods such as described in Gimenez et al. (2004), and alternative numerical

methods (see Appendix F) to investigate which parameters or combinations of parameters

can be estimated, given the structure of the model. There are also some parameters within

a primary period that cannot be estimated under the most general models. For the case

where pent, !, and p are all time dependent, pentC1 , ?C1 , and pentC2 are all confounded, as

are !C;−1
, ?C1 , and ?4=CC; (Kendall and Bjorkland 2001).

15.8.6. Goodness of fit

As with other CMR models, there is no perfect answer to the question of how to assess absolute fit of the

MSORD model to your data set. The only test specific to this model, for the case of one observable and

one unobservable state, is a Pearson "2 test (pooling cells with small expected frequencies) available in

program ORDSURVIV (Kendall & Bjorkland 2001, www.pwrc.usgs.gov/software).

15.9. Derived parameters based on information contained within

primary periods

In addition to the parameters listed above that are part of the ‘MSORD’ model MARK also reports

estimates of five other derived parameters for each state and primary time period:

1. the number of animals in that state in that primary period, #̂ ∗,B
C ;

2. the residence time (or stopover time), '̂B
C , the average number of secondary sampling periods

that an individual in state B spent in the study area in primary period C;

3. the intensity parameter, B
C 9

, the probability in individual in state B is present in the study

area in secondary sampling period 9 of primary period 8;

4. expected arrival period, 0BC 9 , the average secondary sample the individual in state B is first

available for capture;

5. expected departure period, 6BC 9 , the average secondary sampling period that an individual

in state B is available for capture.
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Derived parameters: expected residence time: We include two approaches to estimating expected

residence time,'B
8C , forobservable state B and primary period C: the numberof sampling periods between

the arrival to and departure from the study area of individual 8.

Expected residence time under Method 1 ('B
C (1)) assumes that the field season begins no later than

the arrival of the first individual, and concludes no earlier than the departure of the last individual. In

other words, the time period during which the population uses the study area is bounded by sampling

effort. In this case 'B
C (1) is computed as a weighted average, where the weights are the probabilities that

an individual remains for 1, 2, 3, . . . time periods. For three secondary samples:

�
(

'B
C

)

= 1 ×
[

pentBC1
(1 − !

B
C1,0

) + pentBC2
(1 − !

B
C2,0

) + pentBC3

]

+ 2 ×
[

pentBC1
!

B
C1,0

(1 − !
B
C2,1

) + pentBC2
!

B
C2,0

]

+ 3 × pentBC1
!B
C1,0

!B
C2,1

.

Expected residence time under Method 2 ('B
C (2)) assumes that persistence in the study area in a given

primary period is a function only of the number of sampling periods since arrival. For three secondary

samples:

1 × (1 − !2
.,0)+

2 × (!
B
.,0) × (1 − !

B
.,1)+

3 × (!B
.,0) × !B

.,1 .

The subscripts indicate persistence varies only by number of periods since first arrival. In this case it

is still assumed that sampling effort begins no later than when the first individual arrives at the study

area. It does not require that sampling effort continue until the last individual leaves, but does assume

that the probability individual 8 remains for the entire field season is small (i.e., so that !.,E can be

estimated for all pertinent values of E).

Derived parameters: phenology parameters intensity of availability, expected arrival period, and

expected departure period: Intensity of availability, B
C 9

, is the probability, given an individual is in state

B in primary period C, that the individual is present and available for detection in secondary sampling

period j. For example, the probability an individual in state B is present in secondary period 3 is

B
C3
= ?4=C BC1!

B
C1 ,0

!B
C1 ,1

+ ?4=C BC2!
B
C2 ,0

+ ?4=C BC3 .

Expected arrival period for an individual in state B is a weighted average of the period-specific arrival

probabilities. For three secondary samples:

0B = (1 × ?4=C B1) + (2 × ?4=C B2) + (3 × ?4=C B3).

Expected departure period (departing immediately after the period) is also a weighted average.

For the example of three secondary periods:

6B = 1 × ?4=C BC1
(

1 − !)BC1 ,0

+ 2 ×
[

?4=C BC1!
B
C1 ,0

(

1 − !B
C2 ,1

)

+ ?4=C BC2
(

1 − !B
C2 ,0

) ]

+ 3 ×
[

?4=C BC1!
B
C1 ,0

+ ?4=C BC2!
B
C2 ,0

+ ?4=C BC3

]

.
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The calculation of expected arrival and departureprobabilities is conditional on the same assumption

as Method 1 for estimating expected residence time: that the span of sampling effort at least matches

use by the population (i.e., it could be longer, but not shorter).

15.10. Alternative parameterization of multistate robust design

models to estimate ‘state structure’

For both the MSCRD and MSORD models, there is an alternative parameterization that includes for each

primary period the setofparameters {$B
C } representing state structure, the probability thatan individual

is in each state during primary period C. We chose to use $ to match the use in the matrix modeling

book by Caswell (2001).

We can define the parameter, using the example of two states A and B:

$A
C =

#A
C

#A
C + #B

C

, and
#B

C

#A
C + #B

C

= 1 − $A
C .

From this you’ve probably figured out that you could derive this parameter from the derived

abundance parameters that are produced by the models as already discussed. But (1) you would have

to use the Delta method or MCMC (Appendix B) to derive the variances for these estimators, and (2)

you might be interested in modeling $ directly as a function of covariates, a trend, etc., and therefore

there is extra value in it being a parameter of the model. For example, if states A and B are breeder and

non-breeder, $ could be used to address hypotheses about what drives breeding propensity.

The only difference in model structure for this version of the MSCRD and MSORDmodels is within each

primary period. For the default parameterizations of these models, for primary period C, consisting

of three secondary samples, where detection probability varies only by time (no trap response, no

individual heterogeneity), the model structure for the capture history ‘B0B’ would be

?B
C1
(1 − ?B

C2
)?B

C3

?∗BC
or

pentB
C0
?B
C1
!

B
C1
(1 − ?B

C2
)!

B
C2
?B
C3

?∗BC

for the MSCRD or MSORD models, respectively.

For these same models with the $ parameterization, the structure for history ‘B0B’ would be

$B
C ?

B
C1
(1 − ?B

C2
)?B

C3

$A
C ?

∗A
C + $B

C ?
∗B
C

or
$B

C pentB
C0
?B
C1
!B
C1
(1 − ?BC2 )!

B
C2
?B
C3

$A
C ?

∗A
C + $B

C ?
∗B
C

for the MSCRD or MSORDmodels, respectively.

15.10.1. Implementing the 8 parameterization

The $ parameterization can be accessed from within the MSCRD and MSORD model structures, using the

‘PIM | Change Data Type’ option in MARK. For the MSCRDmodel, you be presented with the windows

shown at the top of the next page.
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and choose the ‘Closed Robust Design Multi-state ... with State Probabilities’ option.

Have a look at the PIM chart for this data type:

and you will see that there is now a PIM for $ between the PIMs for # and the PIMs for ?.

Looking at this PIM, for the case of three primary periods and two states A and B,

you see that you get the PIM for $A. Because the $’s have to add to 1.0 across states, you will get a

PIM for $ for each state except the last listed when you set up the model (in this case state B), which is

derived by subtraction. This is another parameter type where, for more than two states, it’s advisable

to use the mlogit link function (introduced in Chapter 10), to ensure estimates don’t add to > 1.0.
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We’ve included output from this model for an example data set with 3 primary periods

and compare it with the derived estimates of #̂ B under the usual parameterization:

For primary period 1, you can see that

$̂
A
C =

#̂A
C

#̂A
C + #̂B

C

=
509.54

509.54 + 486.29
= 0.512,

and therefore the estimates for $ in the first output make sense, and under that parameterization can

be modeled as a function of covariates.
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One thing to note is that because the estimation of $ is based on the information from within each

primary period, it can only apply to observable states. That is, in this example if there had been a third

state, C, which was unobservable, one would just fix $C
C = 0.

15.10.2. Analyzing data for just one primary period

You might be interested in focusing on analysis of just one primary period. One reason might be to

estimate the abundance or residence time parameters discussed above. Another use for this approach is

in model selection. Robust design models add a layer of complexity to model selection, because possible

variation in parameters goes on both at the primary period and secondary period levels. One approach

to simplifying this process is to at least partially partition model selection with respect to pent, ! , and

p from model selection with respect to S and # . Regardless, if you are interested in analyzing data for

a given primary period you have two choices. If you are willing to assume that ! is not a function of

an animal’s ‘age’ within the primary period, then you are dealing with a Schwarz-Arnason Jolly-Seber

model, and you can use the POPAN option in MARK (Chapter 12).

Otherwise you need to ‘trick’ the MSORD model. To do this, pretend that you have a two-primary

period study. The data you are interested in analyzing will constitute the first primary period, and you

will create a dummy second primary period consisting of at least two capture occasions.

For example, if you want to analyze the following sea turtle capture histories for one primary period

111100

010010

111000

111100

011101

Then concatenate two more columns consisting of all 1’s:

11110011 1;

01001011 1;

11100011 1;

11110011 1;

01110111 1;

Create an ‘MSORD’ model in MARK as discussed before. In this case you specify 8 total encounters,

and using the ‘Easy Robust Times’ option, specify 2 primary periods, with 6 and 2 secondary samples,

respectively.

You specify two states, as discussed above. Set up the PIM’s as described above, with the following

exception. In order for each of the animals captured in primary period 1 to have a history of ‘11’ in

primary period 2, each must have survived, returned to the study area in primary period 2, arrived in
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time for the first sample, stayed around for each of the two sampling occasions, and been captured each

time. Therefore, for the observable state you would need to fix the (1, #>1B→>1B
1 , !>1B

20 , ?>1B21 , ?>1B22 and to

1.0 and pent>1B22 to 0 (recall that is computed by subtraction). Maintain these constraints for each of the

models you consider.

15.11. The robust design & unequal time intervals

As noted in Chapter 10, any data type with state transitions suffers from the same problem when

the intervals between occasions are unequal (how MARK handles unequal intervals in general was

introduced earlier in Chapter 4).

As introduced in Chapter 10, consider the case where an encounter occasion is missing in the multi-

state data type. Consider the following valid MARK 5-occasion multi-state encounter history ‘A.A00’,

where the missing occasion is shown as a ‘dot’ and there are 2 states, A and B, and occasions are all 1

time unit apart. To explain this ‘dot’, several possibilities exist, namely:

(A
1 #

AA
1 (1 − ?A

2 )(
A
2 #

AA
1 ?A

3 . . . and (A
1 #

AB
1 (1 − ?B

2 )(
B
2 #

BA
2 ?A

3 . . .

However, suppose that you coded the data with the dot left out, and set the time intervals to 2, 1,

and 1. That is, only 4 occasions are considered instead of 5. So the encounter history is now ‘AA00’.

Unfortunately, this approach is going to give very different results from the proper parametrization

above. MARK does not generate the probabilities for the transition to state B with this parametrization.

The probability of surviving from occasion 1 to occasion 2 would now be
(

((
1

)2
, with no consideration

that the animal could have moved to state B during the missing occasion. So, even the survival estimates

( will be incorrect. The # parameters for the first interval are not comparable to the # parameters for

the second and third intervals because they represent different time scales.

Internally, within MARK, the time interval correction on ( remains, but all time interval corrections

from # have been removed. The motivating logic is that when time intervals are ‘ragged’, e.g., 1.1, 0.9,

1.05, 0.95, it may still make sense to apply a correction to (. However, this correction is inappropriate

for #, and may even be questionable for (.

Given the deep connections between ‘multi-state’ models and the ‘robust design’ models introduced

in this chapter, it is perhaps not surprising that the same general issue applies here. Consider the robust

design with 3 primary occasions, each with 2 secondary occasions. Assume that the data were not

collected for the 2nd primary sample, giving an encounter history of ‘11..11’.

The missing primary encounter history again can be explained by 2 possibilities:

. . . (1�
′′
2 (2(1 − �′

2) . . . and (1(1 − �′′
2 )(1 − ?∗2)(2(1 − �′′

3 ) . . .

For the robust design data type, coding the encounter history as only 2 primary occasions, ‘1111’,

with time interval of 2 will give the correct parametrization for ( (i.e., (2), but as above, the �′ and �′′

parameters cannot be corrected with this simple trick because the possibility of leaving the encounter

area is not considered. So, for robust design data types (including the multi-state robust designs),

only survival rates are corrected with the time interval, but none of the transition parameters are

corrected. Again, user beware! Think carefully about what unequal time intervals may be doing to

your interpretation of the parameter estimates.
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Addendum – the RD and open population abundance estimation

Suppose you have a data set consisting of annual (primary) encounters with a sample of marked

individuals. Assume there is only one sampling occasion per year (i.e., only one secondary sample

per primary occasion). While it is clear that some of the parameters which can be estimated using the

robust design are not accessible (e.g., �′, �′′), you might be wondering about estimation of abundance.

You might conclude that without multiple closed secondary samples within each primary sample, that
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estimation of annual abundance is not possible.

That is not entirely correct. You can in fact estimate abundance from a time series of single samples,

if you’re willing to make a few assumptions. Recall from Chapter 14 that for a single sampling event,

the canonical estimator for abundance is

#̂ =
=

?
=

"C+1

?
,

where the numerator (= ≡ "C+1) is the number of unique individuals encountered,and the denominator

(?) is the probability that any individual will be encountered. So, if you have the number of uniquely en-

countered individuals at each primary sampling occasion, and an estimate of the encounter probability,

then deriving an estimate of abundance is relatively straightforward.

Consider for example, the male Dipper data set (ed_males.inp), which consists of 7 live encounter

occasions. Let’s quickly fit the Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) open population model {!C ?C} to these data

(this model is not a particularly good fit to these data, but it serves for this demonstration).

Here are the estimates of the encounter probabilities for each primary sampling occasion:

Recall that the final estimate of ?̂7 is confounded with !̂6, so we will ignore this final estimate –

meaning, we won’t be able to derive an estimate of abundance for the final occasion. So, estimates

?̂2 → ?̂6 form the denominators for our abundance estimation expression.

What about the numerators – the number of uniquely encountered individuals ("C+1)? For some data

types in MARK where abundance is estimated as a derived parameter (including the robust design),

MARK provides these for you in the ‘full output’ listing. But, this is not the case for the CJS model.

However,MARK can in fact provide you with"C+1, if you know where to look. Simply access ‘Output

| Input Data Summary’:

which will generate the reduced m-array (introduced in Chapter 5). The shaded column (shown at the

top of the next page) tabulates the "C+1 values we need ('(8) ≡ "C+1).
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But, notice that we have 6 total estimates of encounter probability (?̂2 → ?̂7, although because of

confounding, we’ll ignore ?̂7), while we have 7 values for "C+1. The difference between the two reflects

the fact that there is no estimate for ?̂1, correspond to "C+1 = 12 for the first occasion. In fact, this

illustrates just one of the advantages of using the robust design sampling protocol – multiple secondary

samples let you estimate the encounter probability (?̂∗) for all primary sampling periods, including the

first one. For the CJS analysis, where we can’t estimate ?̂1, we’ll have to accept that we can’t estimate

abundance for primary occasion 1, and if we can’t estimate ?̂7, then we can’t estimate #̂7.

We can now manually derive our estimates of abundance. The following R script is one approach to

handling this task:

# enter the M(t+1) values - dropping the first and last one

Mt1 <- c(26,37,39,45,48)

# enter the estimated detection probabilities

p_hat <- c(0.7173913,1.0,0.9093023,0.9274194,0.9358289);

# generate abundance estimates

N_est <- Mt1/p_hat;

print(N_est)

[1] 36.24242 37.00000 42.89003 48.52174 51.29143

So, at the second primary sampling occasion, we estimate 36.24 male dippers, at the third primary

sampling occasion, we estimate 37.00 male dippers, and so on.

While this isn’t particularly difficult, it is cumbersome to have to enter different values manually. And

(more importantly), this approach makes it difficult to derive estimates of uncertainty for our derived

estimates of abundance. It would be far more convenient if MARK could handle all this for us.

In fact, this is quite possible in MARK – you simply need to (i) re-format the .inp file such that there

are 2 secondary samples per primary sampling occasion, and then (ii) analyze the re-formatted data in

MARK as a robust design problem.

You might be puzzled by step (i) – how can you add a secondary sample to each primary period

when in fact there is no secondary sample in the first place? Simple – we’ll add a ‘dot’. Recall from

earlier chapters that in MARK, we can use a ‘dot’ in the .inp file to represent a missing sampling

occasion. Here, we’re going to use the ‘dot’ to represent a ‘missing’ secondary occasion. Of course, it

is not really ‘missing’, but MARK doesn’t differentiate between ‘missing’ and ‘not existing’. MARK

simply recognizes that the ‘dot’ in the .inp file means no data for that occasion.

How does this work? Basically, we’re going to take an encounter history consisting of a single ‘1’ or

‘0’ for each primary sample, and add a ‘dot’ after each character in the encounter history. For example,
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we reformat the encounter history ‘11010110’ as

‘11010110’ −→ ‘1.1.0.1.0.1.1.0.’

Here is a sample of re-coded encounter histories from the male Dipper data set:

event history RD coded history

1111110 −→ 1.1.1.1.1.1.0.

1111000 −→ 1.1.1.1.0.0.0

1100000 −→ 1.1.0.0.0.0.0.

1010000 −→ 1.0.1.0.0.0.0.

0010110 −→ 0.0.1.1.0.0.0.

The idea behind the reformatting is straightforward – but doing it by hand is time-consuming, and

likely prone to error. With a little bit of programming skill, its not too difficult to get a computer to do

the work. Here is a short R script that makes use of ‘regular expressions’.*

This script (which will re-format ed_males.inp→ ed_males_RD.inp) works best if you first strip out

any comments you might have in the .inp file:

# read in EH file -- make use of colClasses to read in EH as string

input.data <- read.table("C:\\Users\\MARK\\Desktop\\ed_males.inp",header = FALSE,

col.names = c("EH","freq"),colClasses = c("character", "character"));

# now do the RegEx. This version takes each element of EH string, and

# appends a dot to it (doubling the length of the EH).

input.data$EH <- gsub("(.)", "\\1.", input.data$EH)

# write out the file

write.table(input.data,"C:\\Users\\MARK\\Desktop\\ed_males_RD.inp",col.names=FALSE,

row.names = FALSE, quote = FALSE);

Once you have the newly formatted ed_males_RD.inp file, you can proceed with the analysis as if

it were a robust design problem. We simply need to remember that the encounter history is now 14

occasions long, and there there are 7 primary samples, each consisting of 2 secondary samples.

What about the other robust design parameters? In particular, what do we do with the �
′ and �

′′

parameters? Here,we’ll simply assume no temporary emigration, and fix �′
= 1 and �′′

= 0. In principle,

this would most closely match the assumptions underlying the CJS analysis, for model {!C ?C}.

For the encounter probabilities, ? and 2, we’ll simply use model "0 within each primary sample.

Why? Because in fact we only have a single ‘true’ encounter occasion each year. The second occasion

– the ‘dot’ – doesn’t really exist (and, in fact, with only 2 secondary occasions, real or otherwise, you

cannot separately estimate ? and 2 anyway). But, we will allow encounters to vary over time, among

primary samples. Full time-dependence for survival, ( (to match our CJS model).

* For non-programmers, a ‘Regular Expression’, or ‘RegEx’, is a sequence of characters that forms a search pattern. Usually such
patterns are used by string-searching algorithms for“find” or“find and replace” operations on strings,or for input validation.
In the R script, the RegEx is coded in the second code block – ?gsub for details.
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Here is the PIM chart for our model – {(C , �
′
= 1, �′′

= 0, ? = 2}:

After fixing the � parameters (as outlined earlier), here are the derived estimates of abundance (we’ve

reformatted the output slightly to emphasize that we’re interested in estimates for occasions 2 → 6 only

– the SE of 0 for estimates 1 and 7 are diagnostic of problems discussed earlier):

Compare these estimates with those we derived manually earlier:

[1] 36.24242 37.00000 42.89003 48.52174 51.29143

The results are identical (to within rounding error)* But, estimates using the robust design approach

to the problem have the advantage of providing estimates of uncertainty for the estimates of abundance.

* In addition, the estimates of survival from this RD analysis are identical to those from the original CJS analysis.
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Now, back at the start of this addendum, we noted that the preceding works, conditional on your

comfort with a few assumptions. Perhaps not ‘assumptions’ as much as recognizing the limits of your

estimates. If you worked through Chapter 14, you will recall that modeling individual heterogeneity is

the largest challenge in coming up with robust estimates of abundance. Even something as simple as

? ≠ 2 can be an important consideration. In using the robust design approach, where we only have 1

true secondary sample per primary period,we have absolutely no way of accommodating heterogeneity.

Period. So, to use the estimates, you’d need to assume that heterogeneity isn’t important – which for

most taxa is probably not remotely the case. So, yes, you can estimate abundance from an open CJS

model as demonstrated, but you need to be careful on interpreting the robustness of those estimates.

Caveat emptor.
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